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Par paresse, nous attendons de la science qu’elle réponde
à nos questions; les scientifiques eux-mêmes se prêtent par-
fois au jeu et acceptent d’être présentés comme "ceux qui
savent", ceux qui apportent les réponses. Cela est parfois
vrai, mais la science est un territoire qui se définit surtout
par ses frontières; et, aux frontières de la science, tout est
en question.
Albert Jacquard, Au Péril de la science ?
Editions du Seuil (1984)

We lazily expect science to answer our questions; scientists them-
selves sometimes play along and accept to be presented as ‘those
who know’, those who bring the answers. Sometimes it is true,
but science is a territory primarily defined by its frontier; and,
at the frontiers of science, all is question.
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Abstract

Building on a theoretical framework, population genetics has been widely applied
to diverse organisms, from bacteria to animals. On humans, this has led to the
reconstruction of history, the timing of settlements, and migration between popu-
lations. Mostly based on the coalescent theory, modern population genetic studies
are challenged by human social structures, which are difficult to incorporate into
analytically models. The implications of social structure on population genetics
are mostly unknown. This work presents new modeling and inference methods to
model the role of social structure in poulation genetics. The applications of these
new techniques permit to gain better understanding of the history and practices
of a number of Indonesian island communities.

This thesis comprises three published, organized as sequential chapters. The
Introduction describes population genetic models and the statistical tools that
are used to make inferences. The second chapter presents the first paper, which
measures the change of population size through time on four Indonesian islands
structured by history and geography. The third chapter presents SMARTPOP, a
new simulation tool to study social structure, including mating systems and ge-
netic diversity. The fourth chapter focuses on Asymmetric Prescriptive Alliance,
a famous kinship system linking the migration of women between communities
with cousin alliance. The fifth chapter presents a conclusion and future directions.
In combination, this body of work shows the importance of including social struc-
ture in population genetics and proposes new ways to reconstruct aspects of social
history.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Human population genetics

Breaking new grounds in medicine, ecology and evolution, genetics has led to a
scientific revolution. Furthermore, DNA is a footprint of past lineages, a new
clue to reconstruct history. Population genetics started as a theoretical field,
long before the rise of modern genetics, defining expectations in allele frequencies
under simple circumstances. Almost a century later, population genetics has
revealed the journey of humankind expanding from Africa to the peopling of
pacific islands. It has become an indispensable tool to study human history and
pre-history. However, despite the fast development in this multi disciplinary field,
challenges remain in the application of mathematical theoretical concepts to large
datasets describing a complex history.

Current models offer several scenarios concerning human expansion out of
Africa [Stoneking and Krause, 2011]. The strongest supported theory is a re-
cent (∼50,000 years ago) African origin of anatomically modern humans, with
a rapid dispersal to Europe, and through Asia to Southeast Asia. Alternatively
another study inferred that an early wave of migration brought humans to Aus-
tralia and New Guinea using a path through southern Asia. Focusing the analysis
on populations, it is also possible to describe the settlement of smaller regions.
Typically the settlement of the eastern Polynesia, the last major one of human
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1. INTRODUCTION

history, occurred rapidly ∼ 800 years ago, with Māori reaching New Zealand only
∼ 750 years ago, as reconstructed by a study including ancient DNA [Knapp
et al., 2012; Matisoo-Smith, 2014]. A similar study on Madagascar [Cox et al.,
2012] showed the presence of Indonesian ancestry in the Malagasy population.
Using a more complex model, this study indicated that a wave of migration from
Indonesia 1.2 kya, with only ∼ 30 women (effective population size), is the most
likely scenario to explain the modern diversity found in the Malagasy population.
Focusing at an even smaller timescale we can reconstruct very recent population
history. For example, a genetic study of Indonesian populations [Lansing et al.,
2009] along a river in highland Bali showed a correlation between genetic anal-
yses and the anthropological budding model of these populations (downstream
expansion of local populations associated with an increase in population sizes).
Therefore we can now predict specific scenarios at a very fine scale. However,
despite the advancement of population genetics, numerous controversies still re-
main; including the settlement of America [Fagundes et al., 2008; Kitchen et al.,
2008; Mulligan et al., 2008; Reich et al., 2012], and the path of the Austronesian
expansion through Southeast Asia approximately 4,000 years ago [Jinam et al.,
2012; Lansing et al., 2008; Xu et al., 2012].

Human populations genetics are not only interesting from an anthropological
perspective, they can also impact medical science. For instance, some female
lineages are associated with rare diseases [Austerlitz and Heyer, 1998; Tishkoff
and Williams, 2002]. The mapping of these lineages combined with epidemiolog-
ical incidence studies permit the measure of population risk factors. Following
the same trends, projects are emerging to study the evolution and selection of
population specific phenotypes. For example, skin pigmentation has undergone
the process of natural selection around the world driven by several factors such
as sexual selection, ultraviolet radiation exposure and temperature [Barbujani,
2010]. In addition, the origin of lactase persistence in European populations [Itan
et al., 2009], also found in West African non agricultural populations, has been
shown to result from strong selection that occurred with the arrival of agricul-
ture in Europe. Models of selective evolution of phenotypes in populations are
relevant both for studying population history and for medical studies.

Human population genetics is an increasingly powerful tool; however, it is
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facing many challenges. By definition, population genetics is the study of the
variability of genetic markers within and between populations, where ‘population’
is a generic term that defines a closed group of individuals. John Wakeley wrote
a review paper in 2004 titled Recent trends in population genetics: more data!
more maths! simple models? Although this summarized the field 10 years ago,
the trend has not changed. The main challenges of population genetics today are
highlighted below:

• Historical division between theoretical models and applications

• Data which change at a fast pace

• Increasingly larger datasets

• Over simplified models (Wright-Fisher model), but complex evolutionary
processes (recombination, mutation, selection, linkage disequilibrium, drift,
gene flow)

• Quantitative approaches to a qualitative field (anthropology)

• Impossibility of experimentation

Typically the same models are used to study bacteria (unicellular prokaryotes)
and humans (multicellular eukaryotes) who live in complex societies. While the
simplistic assumptions of population genetics may represent the evolution of sim-
ple organisms well, they are far from the reality of human populations. Hence,
the study of humans is particularly challenging, creating the need for specific
models.

This thesis investigates one challenge of human population genetics: the role
of social structure. Based on a dataset from eastern Indonesia, the impact of pop-
ulation structure (Chapter 2) and social rules (Chapter 3 and 4.1) on population
genetics was investigated using both empirical methods and theoretical modeling.
This work reflects many of the challenges cited above for which it is necessary
to provide some introduction, especially in the context of the populations under
study.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.2 Population genetics data

Human population genetic datasets carry complex information producing a large
set of signals. It is made more difficult by the mixture of different type of markers
and the large dataset contained in DNA. The variety of marker is challenging as
some techniques reproduce exactly the genetic information while some create
small errors in copying the sampled DNA by missing some variations [Kircher
and Kelso, 2010].

Genetic datasets are increasingly very large. In human, each individual carries
3×109 base-pairs of DNA. Although studies often use smaller individual datasets
— sequences or SNP chips — the raw information is still a matrix with thou-
sands (or more) cells per population. This data is only partially captured using
summary statistics which enforce a loss of information. These statistics must be
defined depending on the question. Typically, to study gene flow one must look
at between population diversity, such as Fst [Wright, 1951], while within popu-
lations diversity is often described with summaries like θwatterson or θπ [Achaz,
2009].

Even as sequencing technology quickly advances, methods to analyze the ex-
ponentially increasing amount of genetic data are both computationally intensive
and statistically challenging. Indeed, genetic dataset are complex in nature. De-
pending on the technology used, the data will represent different information
(single site or sequence, mutation or indel). For example,

• Microsatellites or Short Tandem Repeats (STR)
This method detects segments of the chromosome that mutate at high rates
by repeating or deleting a short sequence. This is a well-established tech-
nique but difficult to model [Sainudiin et al., 2004]. Currently, it is primarily
used to identify haplotypes on the Y chromosome tree.
In the Indonesian populations used in this study, Y chromosomes of many
populations have been typed with micro-satellites [Karafet et al., 2010, 2008;
Tumonggor et al., 2014]

• SNP (Single Nucleid Polymorphism) chips
This technology consists of a micro-array, that is capable of detecting the
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genotype at a specific set of loci on the genome. This technique permits the
collection of a large set of genetic information on each individual at chosen
locations in the genome. It is a relatively cheap technique, widely used
in population genetics and in genomic studies. Although it gives precise
and valuable information, it has an ascertainment bias [Clark et al., 2005].
Indeed the loci chosen to be sequenced on the chip have more variability
between individuals than the average loci. Over-representing highly mutat-
ing sites creates a statistical bias for population genetics studies which is
difficult to circumvent [Achaz, 2009].
In the Indonesian population used in this study, over 500 individuals have
been typed with SNP chips, representing variability on the autosomes, X and
Y chromosomes. Part of this data (24 individuals) is used in Chapter 4.1.

• Sanger sequencing
This technique produces a complete high quality sequence of a section of the
genome under investigation. Although this is the most accurate technique,
it is not often used as it is extremely slow and expensive.
In the Indonesian population used in this study, a segment of mtDNA —
the hyper variable region — of over 3,000 individuals has been sequenced
with this technique. These data are used in Chapters 2 and 4.1

• Whole genome sequencing
This is the most recent technique which sequences multiple short DNA
reads, 100-250 of base-pairs at a time, multiple times everywhere on the
genome. The whole genome is then mapped using complex bioinformat-
ics software. This technique is fast and efficient. As the cost of using it
decreases, high-throughput sequencing is becoming the new standard in ge-
netic studies. However, because of the need to sequence many individuals
at a time, the sum of which remains a high cost, this technique is very
new to the field of population genetics. No data of this nature have been
produced yet on the Indonesian dataset.

Due to the cost associated with each method, the technology is often chosen to
produce the most versatile data, to be used on multiple studies. This results in a
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1. INTRODUCTION

trade off between quality and quantity of information. It is also not uncommon
to combine different type of DNA marker in the same study.

Humans have a complex DNA set, transmitted differently between sexes as
summarized in Figure 1.2. Due to the cost of sequencing techniques, human
population genetic studies usually rely only on a single marker either from the
mtDNA — inherited from mother to children, tracing the female lineage – or the
Y chromosome — inherited from father to sons, tracing the male lineage. Each
of these markers represents only one lineage of the many ancestors that shaped
individual genomes. Typically autosomes are diploid while X chromosomes are
diploid in females and haploid in males. These markers unveil a more complex
story as they potentially represent many ancestors of an individual. Due to the
difficulties of modeling, this complexity is often set aside.

Mother

X AmtDNA

Father

X YAmtDNA

Daughter

X AmtDNA

Son

X YAmtDNA

Figure 1.1: Scheme of inheritance of sex-specific genetic material in humans

Even more challenging in humans is the unavoidable small size of population
sample due to the cost and complex processes associated with collection of human
DNA. Despite efforts to create large databases of available genetic markers, such
as the 1000 genome project [The 1000 Genomes Project Consortium, 2012] or the
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HapMap project [The International HapMap Consortium, 2003], most projects
studying specific populations use tens of individuals per population. Such small
sample sizes weaken the statistical power of most population genetics studies.

Finally, ethical considerations restrict the use and dissemination of most hu-
man population genetic data. The dataset used in this study has obtained ap-
provals to conduct this work. M.P.C. has appointment at the Eijkman Institute
enabling this research to be conducted. Biological samples were collected by
J.S. Lansing., H. Sudoyo and a team from the Eijkman Institute for Molecular
Biology, with the assistance of Indonesian Public Health clinic staff following
protocols for the protection of human subjects established by both the Eijkman
Institute and the University of Arizona institutional review boards. Permission
to conduct research in Indonesia was granted by the State Ministry of Research
and Technology.

1.3 Models in population genetics

1.3.1 Theoretical models

Population genetics started in the early 1920s with the extensive work of Wright
[1922, 1929a,b, 1931] and Fisher [1919, 1922, 1928, 1930, 1931], who presented
theoretical results on the expectation of genetic patterns in a population under
simple models. Based on the concept of Mendelian inheritance, they describe
the evolution of an allele distribution within an isolated, fixed-size, diploid or
haploid population. This model — the Wright-Fisher model – also assumes that
generations are non-overlapping, mating is random and there is no selection,
no mutation and no recombination. The distribution of children per individual
must follow a Poisson law. These restrictive assumptions permit inferences using
forward-in-time (i.e. chronological sequence) probabilistic models. Most theories
in population genetics have been developed from this very simple framework,
with some work expanding the complexity of the model by adding gene flow and
demographic changes.

Relaxation of this strong assumption includes Cannings’ exchangeable model,
which requires the probability distribution of the number of offspring to be the
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1. INTRODUCTION

same for all individuals but not necessarily a Poisson law [Cannings, 1974]. Moran
[1958] also defined an alternative model with overlapping generations. In this
model, at each time step there is only one death and one birth, whereas the
entire population was replaced at each time step in previous models. These
modifications led the way for the later emergence of the coalescent theory.

In the 1940s to 1970s, studies focused on the mathematical theories of these
models looking for emergent properties. Typically Malécot [1948] defined the con-
cept of heterozygozity, laying down the foundation of genetic inbreeding theory.
The work of Ewens [1972] on allele distribution defined probabilistic expectation
of populations based on samples under different scenario. Finally Kimura [1955b]
approximated previous models looking particularly at drift, the stochastic process
of evolution, using diffusion theory [Kimura, 1955a, 1957, 1971].

Coalescent theory, formalized by Kingman [1982], is a large and comprehensive
framework and derived directly from the previously described work. This theory
is now dominant in population genetics due to its simplicity of use and well es-
tablished set of results. Building genealogies of individuals from genetic data, it
infers the time when lineages coalesce (i.e. merge). This backward-in-time (i.e.
chronologically reversed) approach requires strong assumptions inherited from
the Wright-Fisher theory. The original model of coalescence assumes a fixed-size,
isolated, panmictic population without recombination or natural selection. More
complex models have since been developed [Rosenberg and Nordborg, 2002] and
coalescent theory now permits recombination [Hey and Wakeley, 1997; Hudson,
1983; Wall, 1999], changes in population size [Slatkin, 2001], and in some cases
selection [Kaplan et al., 1988; Neuhauser and Krone, 1997]. However, the as-
sumption of random mating is necessary for analyses using the coalescent or any
other backward-in-time approach [Watkins, 2004].

Although the coalescent is now the standard model in population genetics,
other models have been developed with the purpose of investigating these strong
assumptions. For example, Watkins [2004] studied the role of marriage rules and
their effect on genetic relatedness. As it broke the assumption of panmixia, his
work was based on an analytic study, with forward-in-time probabilistic infer-
ences. This theoretical analysis revealed that introducing marriage rules into a
population affects genetic patterns, but was limited by the simple demographic
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models necessary for analytic study.

1.3.2 Simulations

Simulations are widely used to model complex systems of evolution in popula-
tion genetics [Hoban et al., 2011]. In contrast to analytic studies, this method
permits the integration of complex interactions between individuals and popula-
tions. The use of simulations in population genetics is not new [Cavalli-Sforza
and Zei, 1966; Hanline, 1963; MacCluer, 1967], but only recently has the increase
in computer power enabled their use for quantitative analysis [Beaumont et al.,
2002]. The most popular simulation programs are based on coalescent theory
(e.g. ms [Hudson, 2002] and simCoal [Anderson et al., 2005]). These simula-
tors are the most computationally efficient (i.e. fast and low memory usage):
proceeding backward-in-time, it reconstructs only the ancestors of the modern
population sample, which is the minimum set of individuals needed for genetic
inference. However, coalescent simulations rely on the same assumptions of pop-
ulation structure and panmixia as their analytic counterpart.

Forward-in-time analytic studies can theoretically be used to address any
problem concerning the evolution of populations. In practice, when breaking
assumptions of the Wright-Fisher model, the models soon become too mathe-
matically complex to be analyzed. Typically, marriage rules imply too much
demographic stochasticity to be framed as an analytic problem. Indeed, demo-
graphic studies of population behavior, including mating and family structure,
have adopted a simulation framework very early on [Gilbert and Hammel, 1966;
Jacquard, 1970; MacCluer and Schull, 1970].

In contrast, forward-in-time simulations permit the control of individual be-
havior integrating complexity and stochasticity. Limited by low speed, forward-
in-time simulations are used to explore population genetics beyond the Wright-
Fisher models, typically looking at spatial structure or non-random mating. Al-
though the number of such simulators is increasing [Carvajal-Rodríguez, 2010],
their use is still very limited. Indeed, their development faces many computa-
tional challenges to reach acceptable speed. Most existing software of this kind are
too slow to be used within statistical inference frameworks, such as Approximate
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1. INTRODUCTION

Bayesian Computations [Csilléry et al., 2010], which requires hundreds of thou-
sands of simulations. A comparison of speed for different software is presented in
Chapter III (tables of supplementary materials). Moreover simulators are usually
developed to address a particular scientific question: spatial dispersion [Currat
et al., 2004; Ray and Excoffier, 2009], multiple populations [Guillaume and Rouge-
mont, 2006], selection [Hey, 2005; Neuenschwander et al., 2008], co-evolution of
traits [Lambert et al., 2008], non-random mating [Balloux, 2001], recombination
[Chadeau-Hyam et al., 2008; Padhukasahasram et al., 2008], change in popula-
tion size and bottlenecks [Hernandez, 2008; Kuo and Janzen, 2003] or particular
genetic markers [Cartwright, 2005; Varadarajan et al., 2008]. Although some
software, specially simuPOP [Peng and Amos, 2008; Peng and Kimmel, 2005]
enables flexibility of models, the simulation speed is too limiting to conduct large
analyses.

While population genetic theory developed independently of demographic and
ecological models, there is an overlap between these methods. Indeed, analytic
tools for population dynamics [Metcalf and Pavard, 2007; Sugg et al., 1996] and
simulation have been developed in all these fields. Simulations of systems of
kinship and mating were attempted early in anthropology [MacCluer and Schull,
1970; McFarland, 1970], as well as population structure [Gilbert and Hammel,
1966; Jacquard, 1967; MacCluer, 1967; MacCluer et al., 1971] and family structure
[Hammel and Laslett, 1974; Jacquard, 1970]. Typically, these old but valuable
models have been mainly forgotten even though they are a critical addition to
the modeling of population dynamics.

From theory to simulations, all models are limited by a large range of as-
sumptions, not always defined explicitly. For those interested in the role of social
structure in population genetics, none of the methods defined above enables the
exploration of the effects of social marriage rules on genetic patterns.

1.4 Statistical inference

Statistics are essential to bridge the gap between theoretical population genetics
and its application to empirical data. Indeed, to reconstruct historical events,
such as migration waves, statistics help to measure the uncertainty of the model
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as well as infer parameters. Two main approaches exist in population genetics,
the first is based on summary statistics in a frequentist framework, while new
techniques are arising based on a Bayesian framework.

1.4.1 Summary statistic methods

Statistical assessment of the significance of an analysis is essential for scientific
work. In population genetics, such methods usually rely on comparison between
the neutral model (i.e. simple coalescent model) and the observed data, or be-
tween two sets of data. Comparison with the neutral model, enables the rejection
of the hypothesis that the observed genetic patterns occurred by neutral pro-
cesses of evolution (no selection, migration, change in population size, etc.) [Hey
and Machado, 2003]. Several statistical tests have been developed, for example
Watterson’s heterozygosity test [Watterson, 1978], Tajima’s D [Tajima, 1989], Li
and Fu’s tests [Fu and Li, 1993] and Fu’s Fs [Fu, 1996]. Formulas for several of
these test statistics are available in Chapter 2.

A few problems arise with the traditional summary statistic method [Fu, 1997].
First, as many different forces (mutation, migration, selection, recombination,
linkage disequilibrium, hitchhiking) can shape genetic patterns, it is difficult to
find a test that will detect all the different associated signals. Moreover, once
the test has rejected neutral evolution, it is not possible to statistically assess
which particular process caused the deviance from the expected pattern. Finally,
the power of these tests is uncertain, especially when used on human populations
where a departure from neutral theory is expected, creating unknown effects
[Hey and Machado, 2003]. However, if one cannot reject the possibility that the
observed pattern occurred under the neutral hypothesis, further supposition of
departure from a Wright-Fisher model is not necessary. Therefore this should be
an obligatory step in most population genetic analyses.

1.4.2 Bayesian methods

Summary statistics-based methods were the first to be developed for population
statistics, while likelihood approaches were later used following the advancement
of coalescent theory. Borrowing from phylogenetics, the tree based approach of
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1. INTRODUCTION

the coalescent enables the computation of probablity distribution of summary
statistics [Cavalli-Sforza and Edwards, 1967; Ewens, 1972].

As models of population genetics increase in complexity and datasets grow,
Bayesian statistics become more prevalent for statistical inferences. Typically,
testing migration events from observable genetic data necessitates the inference
of multiple parameters (date, gene flow, mutation rates), and sometimes com-
parison of different scenarios (one wave of migration, two waves, different spatial
configurations) which are the product of multiple stochastic processes. Such a
large parameter space is very difficult to explore with frequentist methods [Beau-
mont and Rannala, 2004]. Moreover, Bayesian methods are particularly suited
for problems involving missing data, such as the genetic information of previ-
ous generations, critical in population genetics. Another difficulty is that the
observable (e.g. genetic diversity) is a direct product of some parameters (e.g.
the population size and mutation rates). Bayesian tools are well suited for the
inference of such non-identifiable parameters [Tavaré et al., 1997].

Bayesian methods describe the probability distribution of a parameter set, Φ,
conditional on the data, D, by computing a product of the likelihood of the data
conditional on the parameter and a prior distribution of the parameter π(Φ).
Using equation 1.1, one can compute the posterior distribution of the parameters
P (Φ|D).

P (Φ|D) ∝ P (D|Φ) × π(Φ) (1.1)

Two computational methods for Bayesian inference are used in population
genetics: the widely used Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) and the recent
Approximate Bayesian Computation (ABC).

1.4.2.1 Markov Chain Monte Carlo

In brief, MCMC algorithms form a Markov chain with transitions probabilities
that can be computed easily (e.g. using ratio of posterior densities to cancel out
complex normalizing constant). The stationary distribution of this chain is the
targetted posterior distribution. Hence, the posterior probability distribution is
obtained by sampling from the Markov Chain. Starting from a random point,
a candidate parameter set is drawn from some proposal distribution. The algo-
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rithm then accepts or rejects this new parameter set with a probability which is
computed as the ratio of the posterior density of the new parameter set over the
former parameter set posterior density. If the move is rejected, the chain remains
at the former parameter set.

The key point of the method is that the chain must reach a (theoretically
unique) stable distribution. For large spaces, the chain must run a very long time
before reaching this. Although it is theoretically certain that the distribution will
be reached after an infinite number of steps, it is impossible to guarantee that
the chain has reached it in a finite number of steps [Cowles and Carlin, 1996].

Population genetics has integrated several Markov Chain Monte Carlo al-
gorithms. For example, the software structure [Pritchard et al., 2000] uses a
Metropolis Hastings algorithm — one of the simplest forms of MCMC — to infer
the genetic ancestry of individuals in an admixed population. In such popula-
tions, the genetic pool (a set of alleles at multiple loci) is the result of mixture
between two ancestral populations. Using MCMC, structure can assign each locus
of each individual to an ancestral population, inferring the cryptic mixture.

Bayesian skyline plots implemented in Beast [Drummond et al., 2005] use an-
other algorithm, reversible jump MCMC (rjMCMC) — a more complex method
that enables the exploration of several models — to infer changes in past effec-
tive population size based on genetic data. Typically, this method can infer the
demography jointly with mutation models. As a non-parametric demographic
inference, the curve of population size can take many shapes, which leads to the
need to explore many models. The complexity of this statistical analysis neces-
sitates the full strength of Bayesian methods, matched with rjMCMC. These are
only two example of the wide use of MCMC in population genetics; an exhaustive
review can be found in Beaumont and Rannala [2004].

1.4.2.2 Approximate Bayesian Computation

Approximate Bayesian Computation (ABC) have been recently developed [Beau-
mont et al., 2002] to infer parameters without likelihoods. Indeed, for the most
complex scenarios of population structure and movement, the likelihood is not
computable, nor can it be approximated fast enough by simulations to be used
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in MCMC [Beaumont et al., 2010]. Facing the need for statistical frameworks for
such problems, ABC permits the inference of models and parameters based on
simulations. It approximates the posterior likelihood with the distribution of a
subset of the parameter space that produces simulated data which are the most
similar to observed data. The following algorithm summarizes the key points of
the basic ABC rejection algorithm:

Algorithm 1 Approximate Bayesian Computation for N simulations
For i in 1 ... N :
-For each parameter pi:
—Sample pi from prior distribution
-Run simulation with p = (p1, p2, ..., pn)
-Output summary statistics
-Compute distance D from observed data
if D > ε (with ε threshold distance) then

-Reject
else

-Add p to the posterior distribution

The critical steps of an ABC are presented in this algorithm. First, as in all
Bayesian methods, it is necessary to define a prior distribution for the parameters
leading to the famous pitfall that an incorrect prior can dramatically alter the
results. Secondly, it is necessary to use summary statistics as a proxy for the data,
specially if the data lacks information. These must be defined depending on the
problem (a migration inference will look at FST , while a demographic study will
focus on θπ). If the summary statistics do not contain enough information, the
signal may be lost and the ABC inconclusive. In contrast, the use of too many
summary statistics will lead to the ‘curse of dimensionality’ [Blum and François,
2010]. No robust method exists to find these summaries; however new algorithms
are using simulations to infer the best subset of statistics [Blum et al., 2013;
Fearnhead and Prangle, 2012; Prangle et al., 2014]. The rejection of simulations
is also critically dependent on the threshold distance ε, which must be adapted
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to each study. The measure of distance between simulated summary statistics
and observed ones can be locally corrected using local linear regression [Beaumont
et al., 2002], or non-linear regression (typically neural network or ridge regression)
[Blum and François, 2010] to improve the approximation.

The rejection algorithm is the simplest of the ABC methods, but more so-
phisticated algorithms exist. The ABC-MCMC method [Marjoram et al., 2003]
travels across the parameter space using a Markov Chain similarly to the MCMC
described in section 1.4.2.1. However, instead of computing a likelihood for the
rejection step, it utilizes the distance between observed and simulated summary
statistics. Another algorithm is SMC-ABC (Sequential Monte Carlo ABC) [Sis-
son et al., 2007], which sequentially updates the prior distribution based on the
simulated posterior distribution. Both algorithms are very useful when the pa-
rameter space is large and simulation time is lost traveling in large regions which
produce patterns very different from the observable [Sunnåker et al., 2013].

In population genetics, ABC has been commonly used to infer demography,
migration and admixture events. For example, Cox et al. [2009] inferred a two step
growth in sub-Saharan African populations using autosomal markers. ABC is also
used for complex demographic scenarios, as presented in the study by Excoffier
et al. [2013] who inferred migration, alongside bottlenecks and expansion in four
African populations. Although the use of ABC is rising in population genetics,
it has not yet been applied to the inference of social processes.

1.5 Structure of human populations

A central concept to all models of population genetics is the idea of ‘population’ as
a well defined isolated and non-structured group of individuals. Scaling large and
small, populations can be defined at the level of continents, countries, ethnies
or even villages in human population genetics studies. Using coalescent-based
methods, the same models apply for all these scales.

All models need to represent a closed system, leading to the assumption of
isolation of population, or group of populations for the entire timescale studied.
Models of migration enable movement of individuals between groups to study
past migration and admixture events. However, the units — population, clan or
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tribes — still need to be well defined, and the groups of populations studied need
to be isolated as in a closed system. There is no population for which we can
be certain that no outsider entered in the past, thereby modifying the gene pool,
except by including the entire human species.

Furthermore, individuals need to be exchangeable, all must have the same
chance of mating, reproducing, surviving, no division must appear within the
unit. This is core to the concept of exchangeability necessary for all coalescent-
based models. By definition, such populations are asexual, but the coalescent has
been adapted in a few cases to include males and females. Beyond the problem
of sex, human populations are divided by geographical barriers and structured by
ethnies, languages, villages, clans, castes, and families, all of which affect their
movements and mating choices, thus breaking this assumption.

Hence, the multi-scale structure of human populations, often based on non-
biological concepts, breaks key assumptions of all analytic models [Wakeley, 2000].
At best, geneticists can study a group of populations allowing migration be-
tween those units and assuming no effect on smaller structures or larger migration
events.

The consequence of overlooking these fundamental assumptions can be dra-
matic [Sugg et al., 1996]. In the intense debate around the peopling of the
Americas, the inclusion of nine individuals of non-native descent modified the
reconstructed scenario from a three waves model [Kitchen et al., 2008] to a sim-
pler growth model [Fagundes et al., 2008]. Although no consensus has yet been
reached [Mulligan et al., 2008] on the peopling of the Americas, this shows that
the methods are often not robust to structural assumptions.

1.5.1 Social structure shapes genetic patterns

Social rules involving the movement of spouses influences diversity patterns in
human populations. Two social structures are well documented in the literature:
matrilocality, where the husband moves to the wife’s community, and patrilocal-
ity, where the wife moves to the husband’s community. Traditionally, matrilo-
cality has been associated with hunter-gatherer societies, while patrilocality has
been associated with farming societies. Therefore, matrilocality probably was
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Figure 1.2: Map of matrilocal (red dots), patrilocal (blue dots) and other post-
marital residence rules (black dots) in data from the standard cross-cultural sam-
ple [Murdock and White, 1969].

Expected diversity mtDNA Y chromosome
Within populations High Low
Between populations Low High

Table 1.1: Patrilocality: expected genetic diversity patterns

initially commonplace, with a change to patrilocality during the Neolithic period
[Wilkins, 2006]. Figure 1.5.1 presents the distribution of traditional post-marital
residence. In the case of patrilocality, women moved, thus their DNA spread
among a network of communities. It follows that mtDNA diversity is low be-
tween populations and high within populations, whereas Y chromosome diversity
is high between populations and low within populations [Seielstad et al., 1998]
as presented in Table 1.5.1. For example, a genetic study of sub-Saharan popu-
lations [Destro-Bisol et al., 2004] compared hunter-gatherers with food-producer
populations, and found this differential pattern on mtDNA and Y chromosomes.

If we look at a larger scale (e.g. continental), diversity patterns will reflect
migration that occurred over thousands of years. Studies at this scale have been
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Expected diversity Female Effective Size Male Effective Size
Patrilocality High Low
Matrilocality Low High

Table 1.2: Sex-linked genetic patterns associated with post-marital residence
rules

used to show that matrilocality is probably the primary pattern, before a shift
to patrilocality associated with the expansion of agriculture [Dupanloup et al.,
2003; Wilkins, 2006], although other theories exist [Ember and Ember, 1971].

Matrilocality and patrilocality still co-exist in eastern Indonesia. Lansing
et al. [2011] studied the genetics and social behavior of 25 populations on the is-
lands of Sumba and Timor. They report a correlation between the discrepancy in
sex-linked genetic diversity and post-marital residence rules. Table 1.5.1 summa-
rizes their findings. Matrilocal populations consistently present a lower mtDNA
diversity than Y chromosome, while patrilocal populations show a higher mtDNA
diversity than Y chromosome.

Structure inside a population, associated with social rules, can also alter ge-
netic patterns. In the Indian caste system, mobility between castes is sex specific;
females can move more easily to an upper caste than males. A study [Bamshad
et al., 1998] found a correlation between the mtDNA distance between caste and
ranking of the castes, thus showing an influence of social rules on the genetics.
However, no such correlation was found for Y chromosome diversity. Similarly,
the Italian aristocracy was ruled by strong endogamy that forced marriages be-
tween spouses of noble birth. Genetic analyses showed very low diversity in these
families, linked to this social substructure [Manfredini, 2009]. In both cases, social
rules decrease genetic diversity, and therefore evolved against biological forces.

1.5.2 The genetic footprint of social systems

A limited number of social systems have been studied in relation to genetic di-
versity. This work is part of a pioneering movement associating gene and cultural
evolution.
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Island Village mtNe YNe mtNe-YNe Post-marital residence
Sumba Anakalang 1468 190 1279 patrilocal

Bilur Pangadu 3613 243 3370 patrilocal
Bukambero 1998 214 1784 patrilocal
Kodi 1384 175 1208 patrilocal
Lamboya 1601 274 1327 patrilocal
Loli 885 371 514 patrilocal
Mahu 2705 279 2427 patrilocal
Mamboro 1087 277 810 patrilocal
Mbatakapidu 1327 182 1144 patrilocal
Praibakul 1389 329 1060 patrilocal
Rindi 11290 831 10459 patrilocal
Waimangura 917 136 781 patrilocal
Wanokaka 1566 334 1232 patrilocal
Wunga 726 232 494 patrilocal

Timor Besikama 1793 1192 601 matrilocal
Fatuketi 885 884 2 patrilocal
Kakaniuk 449 494 -46 matrilocal
Kamanasa 3687 2985 702 matrilocal
Kateri 936 560 376 matrilocal
Kletek 1226 1803 -578 matrilocal
Laran 1946 3890 -1944 matrilocal
Raimanawe 1998 677 1322 matrilocal
Tialai 635 621 14 matrilocal
Umaklaran 516 802 -286 patrilocal
Umanen Lawalu 765 2421 -1656 matrilocal

Table 1.3: Modified table from Lansing et al. [2011].
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In some human societies, male [Kolk, 2014] and female [Murray-McIntosh
et al., 1998; Pluzhnikov et al., 2007] reproductive success (number of offspring per
parent) is associated with a higher social status or better skills, giving powerful
men the ability to provide resources for a larger family. Male dominance is often
associated with polygyny where wealthy men have a larger number of wives. This
phenomenon will affect genetic patterns of the next generation in a similar way as
selection, but driven by a social advantage as opposed to a biological one. Some
studies also theorize that the reproductive advantage is transmitted from father
to sons, who inherit the dominant status of their parents, thus creating cultural
transmission of fitness [Heyer et al., 2005]. A simulation study showed that
transmission of reproductive success increased the frequency of a few haplotypes
[Austerlitz and Heyer, 1998].

A famous example of such male dominance has been presented by Zerjal et al.
[2003], who identified descendants of Genghis Khan (a powerful Mongol emperor)
scattered around Central Asia. This study reveals the presence of a Y chromo-
some lineage with unusually high frequency across Asia, observable by a star-
cluster distribution of haplotypes. Investigating the origin of these closely related
haplotypes, they dated the last common ancestor to 1,000 years ago, likely coming
from Mongolia. Therefore, they associated this male lineage with the offspring
of Genghis Khan. This Mongol emperor is well known for the giant empire that
he forged in Asia, which was split among his sons after his death. Also famous
for having had a large number of children, he could have transmitted his male
dominance to them by giving them the authority of their inherited princedoms.
While a good example of the potential association between diversity and mating
systems, this study is nonetheless quantitatively limited. For instance, natural
selection is ruled out by the simple statement that it was not likely to be found
on genes on the Y chromosome.

A recent similar study [Balaresque et al., 2015], on a wider Asian dataset,
found 15 Y chromosome haplotypes identified within 11 lineages descending from
major dynasties including Genghis Khan and Giocangga. Again, this study
linked the allele frequency spectrum (how frequent an haplotype is in the sample)
with reproductive success. Indeed, transmission in reproductive success implies
a higher haplotype frequency, but no proper modeling has been done on this
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data to show that these particular patterns cannot be simply explained by a neu-
tral process of evolution. Another more mathematically advanced study on male
dominance in Indonesian communities [Lansing et al., 2007] showed that male
dominance is unlikely to explain genetic patterns in most populations, pointing
out that the dominance of a patriline seldom lasts for more than a few generations.

In every population genetics model, it is assumed that the sex ratio of boys/girls
at birth is one. Although this is a good approximation of the biological process,
social systems can influence the distribution of sex of the children [Stansfield and
Carlton, 2009]. In fact, while the biological probability of having a boy is just over
0.5 [James, 2012], skewing of the sex distribution of children occurs whenever one
sex is favored by a society. In a society where boys are more favored, if the first
baby is female, then the family will try to have another child. If the first baby is
male, then the family may decide to stop having children. This is a very simple
case, but a family that would prefer several boys will lead to the same process.
As long as the choice of conceiving another child is dependent on the sex of the
children already born, the sex distribution of children will be unbalanced toward
a larger number of the favored sex. We can see such a process following China’s
one-child policy. However, while this has been observed in modern populations
[Garenne, 2009; Stansfield and Carlton, 2009], these social processes only occur
in populations that have access to contraception, although sex-bias infanticide
can reproduce the same effect. Having not been fully modeled, these results are
still controversial [James, 2009].

1.5.3 Human mating systems

While a central assumption to all population genetics models, random mating
is not realistic for humans. In the same manner as other animals, humans ex-
perience assortative mating behavior. This non-specific phenomenon has been
widely described in animal genetics literature, but is briefly described below. On
the contrary, social marriage rules, associated with complex kinship systems, are
only found in humans. Potentially crucial in the study of human population
genetics, the impact of these systems remain largely unknown.

Constrained by biology and social structures, mating is not random in humans.
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First, as in animals, humans are subject to assortative and dissortative behavior.
A genome-wide comparative study [Laurent et al., 2012] on couples from three
different populations (European, Mexican and Nigerian) revealed non-random
mating signatures in these populations. Investigating the distribution of alleles
within and between the married couples for each population, assortative and
dissortative patterns were found in thousands of genes. However, identifying the
biological pathways corresponding to those genes, and comparing the patterns
found in each population, they failed to find any significant biological signature.

The Major Histocompatibility Complex (MHC), associated with odor recogni-
tion [Wedekind and Furi, 1997], has been correlated with mate choice in animals,
including humans [Havlicek and Roberts, 2009]. Based on SNP comparison in the
same dataset described for the previous study, a significant pattern of MHC dis-
similarity has been shown within married couples [Chaix et al., 2008]. Therefore
this shows a genetic signature of non-random mate choice.

Looking at mate choice preference, an experimental study [Courtiol et al.,
2010] showed that stature (height) was significant in the choice of a partner. This
demonstrates that both sexes favor homogamy regarding the stature of their mate.
Both sexes favor individuals who are taller than average, but a sex difference
appears for the preferred height. As yet another example of assortative behavior
in humans, this study shows that social standards influence mating choice and
that such choice is sex-dependent. A quantification of assortative mating, using
simulations, showed a significant impact on genetic patterns [Peng and Amos,
2008]. This study did not model human populations, but was a good first attempt
to apply a quantitative framework to the problem of non-random mating choice
in humans.

As described in Structures Élémentaires de la Parenté [Levi-Strauss, 1949],
marriage rules are universal in humans. Based on social constructs, specifically
kinship, these rules are fundamentally different from those found in other animals
[Perrin et al., 2012]. Mating rules are based on prohibition and prescription.
Indeed, all societies are ruled by taboos, which prevent marrying specific kin.
For example, the taboo against marrying one’s sibling is widespread. On the
contrary, prescription is the obligation to marry a specific group of kin. Typically,
in Asymmetric Prescriptive Alliance, a widely spread traditional system studied
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in Chapter 4.1, one must marry a group of kin including the mother’s brother’s
daughter [Forth, 1981]. Finally, marriage is embedded into migration schemes,
prescribing an individual’s movement. Matrilocality prescribes that men move
to the community of their spouse; patrilocality prescribes that women move to
the community of their husband. The rule can be more specific; for example, in
Asymmetric Prescriptive Alliance, women must move to a wife-taker community,
her father’s sister’s clan.

Since these rules are universal, the emergence of such intricate systems has
animated anthropology since Levi-Strauss’ seminal work. Marriage rules usually
result from three forces: social, economic and biological. Indeed, marriage is cen-
tral to the organization of community, as it is directly linked with the movement of
people and the transmission of wealth. Hence, some marriage rules have emerged
to maintain social stability, typically preventing a father and son fighting over
the same spouse. As a vector of exchange between communities, marriage must
maintain stable trade networks by ensuring continuous spousal flow through gen-
erations. Finally, alliance between close kin must be prevented to avoid genetic
defects in offspring. Hence, the incest taboo is possibly an evolutionary tactic to
avoid inbreeding [Thornhill, 1991].

A census from the 19th century shows a shift in Mormon populations from
polygamy to monogamy [Moorad et al., 2011]. These data reveal that the ob-
served change of marriage rules modified the distribution of reproductive success,
decreasing its variance, and thus weakening sexual selection in this population.
No genetic study was associated with this dataset, but knowing that both sexual
selection and variance in reproductive success influences the patterns of genetic
diversity, it is expected that the genetics of this population was marked by this
social shift.

1.6 Rationale of the study

Population genetics is widely applied to reconstruct human history, despite vi-
olating critical assumptions of the theoretical models. In particular, humans
live in a complex structured society governed by rules that enforce marriage
within kinship groups. Although this is a well established issue, it is unclear how
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overlooking these assumptions impacts the results of human population genetics.
Hence, this work investigates the impact of social structure on genetic patterns
within a quantitative framework. Facing the lack of tools to integrate social struc-
ture in population genetics, new simulation software and inference techniques are
presented in this study.

The first paper tests the impact of multiple scale human structure on methods
that measure the evolution of population size through time on four Indonesian
islands. These analyses performed Bayesian skyline plots method at both com-
munities and islands levels, which reflect structure due to geography and social
exchanges. The second paper presents SMARTPOP, a new tool to simulate ge-
netic patterns constrained by social structure, including mating systems. Using
four different scenario, this study measures the effect of simple social structures
on population genetics. Finally, the last paper focuses on Asymmetric Prescrip-
tive Alliance, quantifying the impact of this marriage system on genetic diversity,
as well as reconstructing past aspects of social behavior, in a small Indonesian
community, from population genetics.
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Chapter 2

Reconstructing Population
Structure Through Time

2.1 Preamble

The paper Climate change influenced female population sizes through time across
the Indonesian archipelago was published in Human Biology in 2013. This special
edition of the journal followed a workshop that took place in Paris in September
2012 titled Revisiting the ‘Negrito’ hypothesis, in which this work was presented.

Using Bayesian statistics, this study reconstructs past female population sizes
from mtDNA data on four Indonesian Islands: Bali, Flores, Sumba, and Timor.
Widely used in epidemiology, Bayesian skyline plots had earlier been applied to
a few human populations, but typically samples only represents whole continents
[Atkinson et al., 2008; Kitchen et al., 2008; Pereira et al., 2010] or large regions
[Schönberg et al., 2011; Zheng et al., 2011]. A notable exception is a study on
the Philippines [Gunnarsdóttir et al., 2011] which studied three Filipino groups
showing stable population size with a recent decrease. However, never before
have Bayesian skyline plots been applied to such small scale as here. Because
panmixia is expected to be violated in all these studies, it remained unclear how
the method would be affected. By reconstructing the demographic history at
both island and deme (i.e. local community) levels, this study controls for some
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effects of local structure.
The same demographic pattern was observed across all four islands in eastern

Indonesian. This is surprising as the populations had different histories with
largely Asian ancestors on the western island of Bali, Papuan ancestors on the
eastern island of Sumba and a mixture of the two ancestral components on Flores
and Timor [Lansing et al., 2011]. The Austronesian expansion 4,000 years ago
that travelled through Indonesia left little mark on the reconstructed demography.
Mostly stable in size, populations slowly grew until 15,000 years ago, after which
a slow decrease is observed. This pattern correlates with the end of the last glacial
maximum, which saw an increase in global temperature, prompting a major rise
of sea level. The consequences were particularly important for Indonesia, with the
complete flooding of fertile low-lands. Such quantitative analysis linking human
genetic patterns and climate change was reported for the first time in this paper.

Since the publication of this paper, some additional studies applying Bayesian
skyline plots to human data have appeared. Three new studies [Aimé et al.,
2015, 2013, 2014] looked at small scale population demography in Central Asia
and Africa, comparing populations with different lifestyles (e.g. nomads ver-
sus sedentary farmers). Interestingly, these three studies investigated the same
populations with Bayesian skyline plots using three different markers: mtDNA
HVRI sequences, autosomal microsatellites, and Y chromosome SNPs and STRs.
Discrepancies were found in the size changes reconstructed with the different sex-
linked markers. The authors attribute this to sex-linked social processes, although
no modeling has yet been done to confirm this hypothesis.

Focusing on the effects of population structure on Bayesian skyline plots,
Heller et al. [2013] used simulations to show that hidden structure within stud-
ied population breaches the assumption of panmixia, and can create false de-
mographic signals. Hence, Heller et al. [2013] confirm the doubt raised in this
chapter on the use of Bayesian skyline plots at large scales in humans. This new
study also recommended strategic sampling to counter the effects of local struc-
ture on Bayesian skyline plots. Comparing three models: local (all samples from
one deme), pooled (a set of samples from a subset of demes), and scattered (one
sample from every deme), the second scheme provided the most robust results.
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This matches the sampling scheme used in this Chapter (pooling demes on all
islands).
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Chapter 3

SMARTPOP - Simulating Social
Structure and Population
Genetics

3.1 Preamble

The paper SMARTPOP: inferring the impact of social dynamics on genetic di-
versity through high speed simulations was published in BMC Bioinformatics in
2014.

This methodological paper presents a new tool — SMARTPOP (Simulating
Mating Alliance as a Reproductive Tactic for Populations) — to counter the
lack of existing software to study genetic patterns constrained by social behavior.
SMARTPOP was released under a GPL3.0 open source license to promote flexi-
bility, expansion and wide spread use. Since its release in Jun 2014 the software
has been downloaded 115 times (http://smartpop.sourceforge.net).

To date most simulation tools have used coalescent-based models. Such simu-
lations are extremely fast, allowing the use of computationally intensive statistical
methods such as Approximate Bayesian Computation (ABC). However, they are
constrained by strong assumptions such as random mating and exchangeability.
In contrast, forward-in-time simulators are more flexible in their models, per-
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mitting the control of individual behaviors. In this case, the price of flexibility
is speed, as these simulations are significantly slower than coalescent methods,
which prevents the use of many statistical inference methods.

Hence, one of the key features in the development of SMARTPOP was compu-
tational speed. The ultimate goal was to model the evolution of genetic markers
within a defined social structure, with simulations fast enough to allow the use of
ABC. This was achieved by a series of strategic programming decisions, starting
with the choice of the C++ language, one of the fastest multi-platform program-
ming languages available.

The paper presents the key features of the software alongside four simple case
studies: the effect of polygyny on the Y chromosome, the shift from monogamy
to polygyny, population growth and an example of sibling avoidance. Besides
these examples, the article describes the validation of SMARTPOP with several
different methods. This step is crucial if the simulator is to be trusted for inference
studies [Carvajal-Rodríguez, 2010].

3.2 Upgrades to the software

Since the release of SMARTPOP v. 1.0, further development has enabled the
simulation of more complex systems. The following features are now available:

• Multiple demes (i.e. communities)
By simulating a set of communities, one can explore the effect of structure
(including social structure) on genetic patterns. For instance, as presented
in the study by Heller et al. [2013], simulations can be useful to test the
robustness of methods towards structure.

• Migration system, either using a matrix of migration rates or a kinship
based network
In classical population genetics, migration (or admixture) is defined by a
matrix of rate M = (mi,j), where mi,j corresponds to the average probabil-
ity of an individual belonging to community i to move to population j.
In addition to this, SMARTPOP also enables a network of migration driven
by kinship rules. For instance, in Asymmetric Prescriptive Alliance, a
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women moves to her father’s sister’s clan. In this case, the migration tar-
get of an individual is inherited (i.e. transmitted from one parent to the
children). To the best of our knowledge, such systems have never been sim-
ulated before.
In both settings, the exchange of individuals takes place once per genera-
tion, just before the mating phase, while the reproduction phase takes place
within each community, after which point no more exchange is possible.

• Preferential alliance with a cousin: either mother’s brother’s daughter (MBD),
mother’s sister’s daughter (FZD), father’s brother’s daughter (FBD) or fa-
ther’s sister’s daughter (FZD)
To model a wide range of marriage rules, SMARTPOP implements prefer-
ential marriages with a defined set of cousins. More than one kind of cousin
can be included in a given marriage system. If the prescribed cousin does
not exist, the individual chooses a mate randomly.
This model necessitates the construction of genealogies within the simula-
tion, represented as a network. This enables each individual to have access
to its full kinship structure.

• A parametrization of the migration/mating system, with the introduction
of two parameters πMBD and πmig as used in Chapter 4.1

• Two stage burnin-phase
A critical problem in forward-in-time simulations is the starting point. In-
deed, unlike the coalescent, which starts from a modern sample and recon-
structs genes backward-in-time, the initial state is an arbitrary point in the
past, where the genetic pattern of the population is unknown. A common
approximation is to use an equilibrium state (i.e. when the distribution of
genetic diversity is stable [Hoban et al., 2011]). In SMARTPOP v. 1, a
burnin-phase, defined by a number of steps, or a diversity threshold, was
set to reach the equilibrium.
However, the simulation of communities complicates the definition of this
starting point. Indeed, if the burnin-phase let the demes evolve indepen-
dently as before, without gene flow, the genetic distance between the com-
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munities would constantly increase. This is not realistic. Instead, SMART-
POP v. 2 offers a two stage burnin-phase. In the first period, all individuals
evolve for t1 steps in a large community, reaching a stable diversity. In the
second phase, individuals are dispersed among communities, which evolve
for t2 steps until reaching some diversity between the demes. These two
phases are dependent on parameters t1 and t2, which are defined by the
user for complex flexibility.
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SMARTPOP: inferring the impact of social
dynamics on genetic diversity through high
speed simulations
Elsa G Guillot and Murray P Cox*

Abstract

Background: Social behavior has long been known to influence patterns of genetic diversity, but the effect of social

processes on population genetics remains poorly quantified – partly due to limited community-level genetic

sampling (which is increasingly being remedied), and partly to a lack of fast simulation software to jointly model

genetic evolution and complex social behavior, such as marriage rules.

Results: To fill this gap, we have developed SMARTPOP – a fast, forward-in-time genetic simulator – to facilitate

large-scale statistical inference on interactions between social factors, such as mating systems, and population

genetic diversity. By simultaneously modeling genetic inheritance and dynamic social processes at the level of the

individual, SMARTPOP can simulate a wide range of genetic systems (autosomal, X-linked, Y chromosomal and

mitochondrial DNA) under a range of mating systems and demographic models. Specifically designed to enable

resource-intensive statistical inference tasks, such as Approximate Bayesian Computation, SMARTPOP has been coded

in C++ and is heavily optimized for speed and reduced memory usage.

Conclusion: SMARTPOP rapidly simulates population genetic data under a wide range of demographic scenarios

and social behaviors, thus allowing quantitative analyses to address complex socio-ecological questions.

Keywords: Population genetics, Mating systems, Forward-in-time simulation

Background
Often studied in isolation, interest is now increasingly

focused on how non-genetic factors, such as social

behaviors, influence population genetic diversity. The

pioneering social anthropologist Claude Lévi-Strauss [1]

exhaustively described global variation in human mar-

riage systems, and population geneticists are now begin-

ning to explore how marriage rules affect patterns of

human genetic diversity [2,3]. Because societies typically

dictate different rules for men and women, genetic loci

on the sex-linked X and Y chromosomes, as well as

mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA), often respond in differ-

ent ways. The impact of some social processes has been

explored analytically [4,5], but the inherent complexity of

genetic and social systems limits mathematical results to

relatively simple questions.

*Correspondence: m.p.cox@massey.ac.nz

Statistics and Bioinformatics Group, Institute of Fundamental Sciences, Massey

University Palmerston North, New Zealand

Limited progress in this field can in part be attributed

to a paucity of appropriate simulation tools. Coalescent

theory, the workhorse of modern population genetics,

makes the strict assumption of random mating (a nec-

essary condition of ‘exchangeability’). Because marriage

rules automatically impose non-random mate choices,

coalescent approaches (and other simulation programs

that make this assumption) cannot be employed. Some

forward-in-time simulators do possess the required flex-

ibility to accommodate complex social rules – simuPOP

being an excellent example [6]. However, this applica-

tion is written in the interpreted language Python, and

the price of its flexibility is markedly reduced speed (see

Table 1). Other software, such as Fregene [7], are fast

but cannot simulate sex-specific genetic loci or mating

alliances. Modern statistical inference procedures, such as

Approximate Bayesian Computation (ABC), are extremely

resource intensive, and demand simulation tools that can

perform at least an order of magnitude faster than most

© 2014 Guillot and Cox; licensee BioMed Central Ltd. This is an Open Access article distributed under the terms of the Creative

Commons Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0), which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and

reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly credited. The Creative Commons Public Domain Dedication

waiver (http://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/) applies to the data made available in this article, unless otherwise

stated.
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Table 1 Runtime benchmarking (in seconds) against comparable forward-in-time population genetic simulators

Population size 500 1,000

Length of the DNA locus 500 1,000 500 1,000

Number of generations 1,000 10,000 1,000 10,000 1,000 10,000 1,000 10,000

SMARTPOP 11 102 14 140 13 130 30 290

simuPOP [6] 75 896 134 1,640 121 1,510 260 2,930

NEMO [8] 960 9,390 1,790 17,800 1,990 18,950 3,870 35,900

quantiNEMO [9] 467 4,870 1,050 10,300 1,630 11,300 3,650 23,700

Fregene [7] 126 2,450 188 3,390 179 7,890 370 9,050

GenomePop [10] 58 562 57 560 114 1,118 112 1,119

SLiM [11] 32 327 33 351 63 681 64 763

current applications. SMARTPOP, written in parallelized

C++ code and heavily optimized for speed and reduced

memory usage, is designed to fit this niche.

Implementation
SMARTPOP – Simulating Mating Alliances as a

Reproductive Tactic for Populations – implements a

forward-in-time simulation framework. Each individual

carries a complete set of DNA, comprising sequences

of unlinked loci on the autosomes, X chromosome, Y

chromosome and mtDNA, which are inherited in the

appropriate biological manner. Populations are defined by

the user and evolve forward-in-time. The number of loci

and their lengths can be chosen by the user.

Each simulation can be considered as containing three

features:

• A demographic model, such as changes in population

size.
• A set of mutation rates for different loci. By default,

SMARTPOP implements Kimura’s two-parameter

mutation model.
• A set of marriage rules – currently monogamy,

polygamy, polygyny, polyandry and close-relative

inbreeding avoidance, although a wider range of

models are under active development.

The challenge of all forward-in-time simulators is how

to define the initial state of the simulation [12,13], as

neither extreme condition – all individuals identical or

all individuals different – is biologically meaningful. One

possibility is to allow the deme to evolve for a suffi-

ciently long time (i.e., well beyond the mean time to the

most recent common ancestor), such that starting condi-

tions no longer affect the progression of the simulation.

However, this approach is computationally wasteful and

assumes that population diversity starts from an equilib-

rium. As an alternative, we allow an optional buffering

phase before each simulation, which employs an elevated

mutation rate to reach levels of within-population diver-

sity chosen by the user. This ‘accelerated’ evolution-

ary process mimics natural patterns of genetic variation

(both polymorphisms and haplotypes) generated under

standard runs, but with a much reduced runtime (see

Additional file 1 for details). From this point, the popu-

lation evolves for a user-defined number of generations

under a set of demographic constraints and marriage

rules. To simulate complex social and demographic sce-

narios, the user can save, stop and restart the simulations

with different parameters (e.g., constant population size

followed by growth to model a settlement event).

SMARTPOP reports a battery of summary statistics

and/or full DNA sequences both at the end of the sim-

ulation, and if requested, at set time intervals during the

run. Summary statistics include the number of segre-

gating sites S, Watterson’s theta θw, the mean pairwise

distance and its related diversity index θπ , the number

of haplotypes h, allelic heterozygosity HA and Nei’s mean

heterozygosity per site HN . Summary statistics (or DNA

sequences) can be returned for the entire deme, or for a

user-defined sample (i.e., to mimic population sampling in

the real world).

A key feature of SMARTPOP, compared with other

forward-in-time simulators, is its speed. Simulating DNA

sequences for every individual within a population

requires substantial computational resources, and run-

time often increases linearly with the length of the locus.

Benchmarking against other forward-in-time software

shows that SMARTPOP can simulate datasets of a few

thousand nucleotides within seconds, whereas alterna-

tive simulators may take minutes to hours (see Table 1).

SMARTPOP gains its speed from i) a code base written in

C++, ii) use of the Boost library for random computation

and optimized array structures, iii) a DNA representa-

tion that packs 32 nucleotides into every 64-bit integer,

iv) manipulation of DNA sequences by optimized bit

operations, and v) code parallelized under the Message

Passing Interface (MPI) framework. For most scenarios

3. SMARTPOP
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representative of real human communities, the resulting

runtime is less than one second per simulation – often

more than an order of magnitude faster than comparable

forward-in-time simulators.

Validation formed an integral part of code development.

Detailed discussion of the validation process, includ-

ing comparisons with coalescent expectations, summary

statistic matching and metamorphic testing, is presented

in Additional file 1.

SMARTPOP is a dynamic, open source project that

aspires to provide an extendable statistical tool base

for modeling the effects of social behavior on popula-

tion genetic diversity. It is released with a supporting

website containing exhaustive documentation about the

source code and model implementation (http://smartpop.

sourceforge.net). The code is under active development

to address a range of ongoing anthropological and eco-

logical questions. For instance, population structure and

inter-deme migration are currently being implemented to

explore mating systems that depend on spousal exchange

between communities. Additional features are planned for

subsequent implementation.

Methods
To illustrate the range of models that SMARTPOP can

simulate, we present four relatively simple case studies

(Figure 1).

First, we model genetic diversity on the paternally-

inherited Y chromosome through time in two small com-

munities (Figure 1A) – the first monogamous (black), the

second polygynous (red). Simulations (n = 104) modeled

1 Mb of the Y chromosome with a mutation rate of 3 ×
10−8 mutations/site/generation in constant sized popula-

tions of 200 individuals. Leveraging the buffering phase,

we mimic the founding of these two populations from a

larger source group with much higher genetic diversity

(θπ = 25). Figure 1A shows the mean (thick lines) and

95% confidence interval (dotted lines) of the number of Y

chromosome haplotypes observed through time.

Second, we model a shift in mating systems. Simula-

tions (n = 104) modeled 1 Mb of the Y chromosome

with amutation rate of 3×10−8 mutations/site/generation

in constant sized populations of 100 individuals under a

switch from monogamy (generations 0–300) to polygyny

(generations 301–600). Figure 1B shows the mean value

of Watterson’s theta (θw) for the Y chromosome through

time.

Third, we model genetic diversity in a population expe-

riencing demographic change. Simulations (n = 104)

modeled 1 Mb of the X chromosome with a mutation rate

of 3×10−8 mutations/site/generation. The population size

is initially constant (n = 100) for 500 generations and

reaches an equilibrium state. The population then grows

by two individuals per generation for 50 years, after which

it evolves for 500 generations with a larger constant size of

200 individuals (consequently reaching a second equilib-

rium state). Figure 1C shows the mean pairwise diversity

(θπ ) of the X chromosome through time.

Finally, wemodel the impact of siblingmating avoidance

in small populations. Simulations (n = 104) modeled 10

fully unlinked autosomal loci, each of 3200 nucleotides,

with amutation rate of 3×10−8 mutations/site/generation

in constant sized populations of 100 individuals. Leverag-

ing the buffering phase, we mimic the founding of these

two populations from a larger source group with higher

genetic diversity (θπ = 25). Figure 1D shows the mean

value of Watterson’s theta (θw) through time in two polyg-

amous populations that allow (red) or prohibit (black)

sibling matings.

Results and discussion
Usage

SMARTPOP runs from the command line with user-

defined parameter flags. All parameters, except popula-

tion size, have default values. If desired, parameters can

be read from a command file. Given the complexity of the

models that SMARTPOP is able to model, the interface

is relatively simple and should rapidly become familiar to

users of coalescent simulators such as MS [14]. Full docu-

mentation and support for using SMARTPOP is available

on the project website (http://smartpop.sourceforge.net).

To simulate 500 instances of a 16 kb mtDNA sequence

in a population of 200 monogamous individuals (mating

system 1), for 100 generations, with a mutation rate of 2×
10−6 mutations/site/generation, with θπ (= Neμ) reach-
ing 25 in the buffering phase, the following command line

would be used:

smartpop -p 200 -nsimu 500 -mat 1 -t
100 -mu 0.000002 0 0 0 -sizeMt 16000
-mtdiv -burnin 25

In the following example, an equivalent set of simula-

tions parallelized under MPI would be distributed across

four processors:

mpiexec -n 4 smartpopMPI -p 200 -nsimu
500 -mat 1 -t 100 -mu 0.000002 0 0 0
-sizeMt 16000 -mtdiv -burnin 25

Speed comparison

SMARTPOP has been highly optimized for speed. Sim-

ulation runtimes for the serial version of SMARTPOP

were benchmarked against comparable forward-in-time

simulators. (Note that most of these cannot model social

behavior). Table 1 reports runtimes with regard to three

main parameters: population size, length of the DNA

locus, and number of generations. In all cases, the run-

time is reported for 100 simulations of an autosomal locus
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Figure 1 Four models showing the range of capability of SMARTPOP. A. Monogamy versus polygyny; B. Shift from monogamy to polygyny;

C. Population growth; D. Inbreeding versus sibling avoidance.

with a mutation rate of 10−6 mutations/site/generation in

a constant sized population. The programs were all exe-

cuted on a Linux system running Ubuntu v. 13.04 with

a 3.07 GHz Intel Xeon CPU X5675 processor. Simula-

tions were not memory or I/O constrained. Runtimes

for SMARTPOP varied from 2 to 153-fold (mean 41-

fold) faster than other software applications (Table 1,

time in seconds). The parallel version of SMARTPOP

achieves even higher speedup than presented in this

benchmarking exercise. Because the Message Passing

Interface (MPI) implementation is embarrassingly par-

allel, runtimes decrease approximately linearly with the

number of available cores.

Worked examples

Figure 1 highlights the large range of scenarios that

SMARTPOP is able to model. Figure 1A illustrates the

difference in genetic dynamics of small populations fol-

lowing two mating systems, monogamy and polygyny.

Both mating systems are found widely in human societies.

The population practicing polygyny quickly exhibits lower

genetic diversity on the Y chromosome, compared to the

monogamous population, due to the higher male variance

in number of offspring produced under polygyny [15].

Example 1B explores the effect of a switch inmating sys-

tems from monogamy to polygyny. Genetic diversity first

reaches an equilibrium under monogamy. After switching

3. SMARTPOP
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to polygyny at 300 generations, genetic diversity decreases

to a new equilibrium state of lower diversity. Such shifts

between mating systems have also been documented in

human communities. A particularly well-known example

are theMormons who practiced polygyny during the early

history of the western US [16].

Figure 1C presents the dynamics of genetic diversity fol-

lowing a change in population size. The simulation starts

with a constant population size and subsequently reaches

equilibrium. The population then doubles over 50 gen-

erations. Genetic diversity consequently increases to a

new equilibrium point after a significant lag period (here,

200 generations, or approximately 10,000 years). Popula-

tion growth is a common feature of human populations,

particularly during Neolithic expansions [17].

Figure 1D describes an animal mating system with

and without inbreeding avoidance. We compare autoso-

mal diversity in small populations that allow or prohibit

full and half sibling matings. This scenario formalizes

recent observations of chimpanzee inbreeding avoid-

ance, which is assumed to be an evolutionary strategy

to increase genetic fitness [18]. These simulations con-

firm (and quantify) that societies with inbreeding avoid-

ance maintain higher levels of genetic diversity, hence

suggesting one possible evolutionary advantage of this

practice.

Although these examples are relatively simple for didac-

tic purposes, SMARTPOP can be used to explore far more

complex social rules. We emphasize that this software is

not specifically designed for humans, and as shown above,

can be used tomodel amuchwider range of biological sys-

tems in which social behaviors are thought to impact on

patterns of genetic diversity.

Conclusions
Developed to tackle the issue of computational speed

whenmodeling interactions between genetic diversity and

social behavior, SMARTPOP simulates complex social

and demographic scenarios on a large range of genetic

markers (autosomal, X-linked, Y chromosomal and mito-

chondrial DNA).

The examples presented here illustrate the capacity of

SMARTPOP to quantify the impact of social constructs,

like mating systems, on population genetic diversity. They

also highlight the importance of modeling the dynamics

of population genetic diversity through time, emphasizing

non-equilibrium outcomes of rapid shifts between social

and demographic states over short timescales.

SMARTPOP is well suited for studying human social

systems, but is equally applicable to other species that

exhibit complex social rules [12,19,20]. SMARTPOP can

handle most haploid, diploid or haplo-diploid systems,

thus enabling investigation of a wide range of socio-

ecological questions in a wide range of social species.
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SMARTPOP: Inferring the impact of social
dynamics on genetic diversity through high speed
simulations
Elsa G Guillot1 and Murray P Cox1

Validation
Automatic Test Procedures

Validating deterministic software is straightforward – the same input should always produce the same output.

However, because simulators contain random subroutines (e.g., for mating, reproduction and mutation), they

are not deterministic and therefore cannot be validated by simple input/output expectations.

The first step towards validation involved testing the complex object-oriented structure of the software. A

test suite was implemented with the Test library of Boost (v. 1.54; http://www.boost.org), and a robust

and efficient series of automatic tests was developed. These tests, which can be run by end users, check that

instances of classes are created correctly, and that deterministic member functions produce expected results

(e.g., modification of correct attribute values). Each class in the C++ code is checked independently.

The test suite is available via the commands:

> make test

> ./test

These test functions have been validated on multiple platforms, including Linux (Ubuntu 13.04, Fedora 17

and Mint 14), Mac OS X (10.8) and Windows (7 and 8).

Theoretical Expectations

As the output of SMARTPOP is non-deterministic, alternative checks based on mathematical results from

theoretical population genetics have been developed to confirm that the system is behaving correctly.

Results from a large number of simulations were compared against values expected under coalescent theory

[1]. For example, the mean and variance of the time to the most recent common ancestor (TMRCA) assuming

a constant population size [2, 3, 4] is:

E(TMRCA) = 2n

(
1− 1

n

)

var(TMRCA) = n

(
8
i=n∑
i=2

1

i2
− 4

(
1− 1

n

)2
)

The time to the most recent female common ancestor was simulated for mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) in a

constant sized population with random mating to approximate the Canning’s model (i.e., the theory for which

the equations above were derived [5]). Figure 1 shows that the mean and variance of 1,000 simulations do not
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Figure 1 Time to the most recent (female) common ancestor for mtDNA as a function of the female population size. Red lines
show theoretical values; black lines show values simulated by SMARTPOP. Thick lines show the mean; dotted lines show the
standard deviation.

vary from theoretical expectations (Student’s t test: Pmean = 0.95, Pvariance = 0.70). This test procedure was

repeated for both male and female lineages (i.e., mtDNA and Y chromosome) for a range of population sizes.

Second, the simulation model distributes the number of children per woman as a Poisson random variable.

We confirmed that simulations produce the correct distribution (i.e., a mean and variance of 2 for constant

sized populations).

Third, mating systems were tested by comparing the observed and expected number of mates per individual.

Under monogamy, each individual must have no more than one mate. Under polygamy, the mean number of

mates must be close to one with some non-zero variance.

Comparisons with Coalescent Simulators

Coalescent simulators, such as MS [6] and SIMCOAL [7], are used widely in the community to produce simulated

population genetics datasets. As such programs reconstruct genetic lineages backward-in-time, they necessarily

have strong assumptions (e.g., random mating). To validate our forward-in-time simulator, we compared data

simulated by SIMCOAL and SMARTPOP under random mating for defined sets of parameters (e.g., mutation

rate and sequence length). To ensure direct comparability, SMARTPOP simulations were first allowed to reach

equilibrium by running them for a large number of generations beyond the expected TMRCA.

The two models differ in a second key feature: the backward-in-time process is controlled by the effective

population size, while the forward-in-time process is controlled by the census population size. To account for

this difference, each SMARTPOP simulation was run under a random census population size, the corresponding

effective population size was inferred from the resulting genetic data, and a paired SIMCOAL simulation was

3. SMARTPOP
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Figure 2 Pairwise diversity (θπ) of mtDNA in datasets simulated with SMARTPOP (red line and orange points) and SIMCOAL
(blue line and green points). Each dot represents a diversity estimate from one simulated dataset. Dashed lines show the local
regression to the mean.

run with this value. The mean and variance of several genetic diversity estimators were then compared for both

datasets. The two methods produce highly concordant results (Figures 2 and 3).

Metamorphic Testing

As software has increased in complexity, a new test procedure (metamorphic testing [8]) has been developed to

address the problem of validating complex software systems. Within the last few years, metamorphic testing

has begun to be applied to bioinformatics software [9, 10]. The approach leverages scaling properties of the

simulation model (“metamorphic relations”), for which a defined change in the output can be predicted for a

defined change in the input.

The primary challenge is the identification of metamorphic relations appropriate to the problem. Theoretical

population genetics suggests several scaling relations. The following cases have been tested in SMARTPOP:

• If the mutation rate is multiplied by a factor x, then the diversity estimators S, θw and θπ scale linearly

with x.

• If the effective population size is multiplied by a factor x, then the diversity estimators S, θwand θπ scale

linearly with x.

Because the coalescent comparisons described earlier were performed manually, only a relatively small set of

parameters could be tested. Metamorphic testing allows the validation process to be scaled up to a large number

of test parameters.

Mean values for 1,000 simulations were tested using a random set of starting parameters (e.g., population

size and mutation rate) with x drawn from a random discrete (integer) uniform distribution, Unif (1, 5). In

all cases, differences between the means of x×E(parameter) and E(x× parameter) were less than 10%, thus

confirming that the metamorphic relations hold for the simulation software.
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Figure 3 Allelic heterozygosity (HA) of mtDNA in datasets simulated with SMARTPOP (red line and orange points) and
SIMCOAL (blue line and green points). Each dot represents a heterozygosity estimate from one simulated dataset. Dashed lines
show the local regression to the mean.

Summary Comparison

To speed up analyses, several summary statistics are calculated directly within SMARTPOP. To validate these

estimators, a series of checks were implemented.

Because most related programs were designed to handle small sample sizes, the population-level dataset

simulated by SMARTPOP was sampled randomly. DNA sequences for these simulated individuals were im-

ported into COMPUTE [11] and ARLEQUIN v. 3.5 [12], and the same set of summary statistics returned by

SMARTPOP was calculated. The values obtained by SMARTPOP, COMPUTE and ARLEQUIN were then

compared across 1,000 simulated datasets (Table 1). Differences in values were negligible – integer summaries

were identical; non-integer summaries exhibited extremely low variance due to rounding error. All exceptions

(θw, θπ and Tajima’s D) result from the implementation of slightly different equations.

3. SMARTPOP
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Summary statistics Formula in SMARTPOP Comparison Comparison
with COMPUTE with ARLEQUIN

Segregating Sites S = number of segregating sites 0 0
Haplotypes h = number of haplotypes 0 0

Heterozygosity (HA) HA = N
N−1

(
1−

∑h

i=1
f2
i

)
NA 5.1× 10−5

Heterozygosity (HN ) HN = 1
S

N
N−1

∑S

i=1

(
1−

∑4

j=1
f2
j

)
NA 8.5× 10−4

Watterson’s Theta θw = S∑i=N−1

i=1

1
i

a 1.8× 10−6

Homozygosity Theta θH = 1
(1−H)

− 1 NA 1.4× 10−3

Theta Pi θπ = N
N−1

∑h

i=1

∑h

j=1
dist (i, j) b 4.7× 10−6

Tajima’s D D = θπ−θw√(
b1− 1

a1

)
1
a1

S+

(
b2−n+2

a1n
+

a2
a2
1

1

a2
1
+a2

)
S(S−1)

c 1.0× 10−2

with a1 =
∑n−1

i=1
1
i

a2 =
∑n−1

i=1
1
i2

b1 = n+1
3(n−1)

b2 =
2(n2+n+3)
9n(n−1)

Table 1 Comparison of summary statistics calculated with SMARTPOP, COMPUTE and ARLEQUIN. The comparison columns show
the mean difference in summary values, ‘NA’ if the summary is not implemented in the comparison program, or an equation if the
implementation differs from that of SMARTPOP.

a: Not comparable since the formula implemented in COMPUTE is θw =
∑i=S

i=1
S∑ni−1

j=1

1
j

b: Not comparable since the formula implemented in COMPUTE is θπ =
∑i=S

i=1

(
1−

∑j=4

j=1

kj,i(1−kj,i)
ni(ni−1)

)
c: Not comparable as Tajima’s D is a function of θw and θπ , both of which differ in COMPUTE.
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Model Implementation
Forward-in-time simulators produce individuals and their DNA sequences using an explicit set of demographic,

social and genetic models. While we use models that have wide acceptance in the field, their exact implemen-

tation has a direct impact on the simulations. The following sections describe these models in more detail, but

much more extensive information is available on the project website (http://smartpop.sourceforge.net).

Demographic Models

Population size can either be constant or change through time, as defined by the user. Population size is

controlled internally via the number of offspring. Let Nt be the size of the parent generation. The number

of offspring is then calculated using the following demographic function with size change variables a, b and c

defined by the user:

Nt+1 = a+ bNt + cN2
t

This is a general population size change equation that allows linear, exponential and logistic growth and

decline. Once the total size of the next generation is defined, each female (or male in the case of polyandry) is

assigned a random number of offspring drawn from a Poisson distribution conditioned on the desired population

size. At an individual level, the number of offspring for each female (or male) is a Poisson random variable

constrained by the fact that exactly Nt+1 offspring are born in the population as a whole.

Social Models

SMARTPOP currently allows several mainstream mating systems to be run.

• Monogamy

Males and females are paired randomly to mate. No individual can be paired with two or more different

mates. The number of offspring per couple is a Poisson random variable.

• Polygamy

Males and females are paired randomly to mate, with no constraint on mates per individual. The number

of mates per individual is a binomial random variable, while the number of offspring per couple is a

Poisson random variable.

• Polygyny

Males and females are paired randomly to mate, with no constraint on mates per male. A female can only

mate with one male. The number of mates per male is a binomial random variable, while the number of

offspring per female is a Poisson random variable.

• Polyandry

Males and females are paired randomly to mate, with no constraint on mates per female. A male can only

mate with one female. The number of mates per female is a binomial random variable, while the number

of offspring per male is a Poisson random variable.

• Random mating

Males and females are paired randomly to mate, with no constraint on mates per individual. The number

of mates per individual is a binomial random variable, while there is no constraint on the number of

offspring per individual.

Each mating system contains an option for full and half sibling mating avoidance.

Defining Starting Conditions

Unlike backward-in-time methods, such as the coalescent, forward-in-time simulations are highly dependent

on their starting point. This problem has been raised by other studies [13], but there is little consensus on

how to define the initial population. Most programs start from a ‘null’ population comprising individuals

3. SMARTPOP
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Figure 4 Simulations across a range of buffering values showing times to equilibrium (vertical colored lines).

that are genetically identical [14]. In such cases, it is typically advised to run the simulations “long enough”

(i.e., some long, but undefined period of time) for the system to reach an equilibrium state. This long ‘pre-run’

stage is often discarded as a burn-in phase, but can require substantial runtime, especially for large populations.

Other programs allow simulations to start from a real population genetic dataset [15], but this requires pre-

existing data and is also meaningful only for inferences about the future of a population, not its past.

SMARTPOP provides multiple methods to define a simulation’s starting point depending on the user’s needs

and research questions. By default, a ‘null’ population of identical individuals is used. This traditional approach

is acceptable if users can tolerate long runtimes, and importantly, the assumption of starting from a genetic

equilibrium is appropriate for their study system. However, these two assumptions are now critically limiting

for many population genetic inference settings.

To speed up simulations, SMARTPOP offers an optional buffering feature. This enacts accelerated evolution

using a high mutation rate, which stops after a user-defined diversity threshold is reached. This period of

accelerated evolution is then discarded as a burn-in, and the genetic dataset returned by SMARTPOP starts

from this point in the run. Buffering is performed independently for each simulation to ensure different random

starting points.

Figure 4 explores a range of buffering thresholds to accelerate an example simulation towards its state of

equilibrium. Simulations (n = 104) modeled a 3200 bp sequence of mitochondrial DNA with a mutation rate of

4× 10−6 mutations/site/generation in constant sized monogamous populations of 100 individuals. Mean pair-

wise divergence (θπ) is plotted through time for each buffering value. Table 2 presents the time in generations

taken by each set of simulations to reach equilibrium (defined here as |θ̄π(t) − θ̄π(∞)| < 1). The final column
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lists the CPU time in seconds to run 100 simulations to equilibrium using the buffering phase. If the buffering

threshold is set close to the mean pairwise distance at equilibrium (e.g., θ = 35), the simulation evolves to

the equilibrium state faster than if no buffering were used (red). However, if the threshold is far from the

equilibrium point (e.g., θ = 100), the simulation can take longer to reach equilibrium. In terms of runtime,

simulating this example system with buffering of θ = 35 is twice as fast as starting from the null ‘all individuals

identical’ set. To put this in perspective, optimal buffering could save 1.5 hours of runtime over a standard run

of 1,000,000 simulations.

Buffering threshold Time to equilibrium Runtime
(θ) (generations) (s)

No buffering 180 1.02
25 120 0.63
30 80 0.58
35 15 0.46
40 65 0.66
50 125 0.97
60 130 1.14
75 170 1.42
100 180 1.99

Table 2 Speed gains from buffering.

This discussion raises the issue of equilibrium and its appropriateness for biological modeling. All populations

are dynamic – they move, split, merge, grow and contract. Processes that are strongly time localized can have

genetic effects over a much longer timeframe (see Figure 1B and 1C of the main article). The modularity of

SMARTPOP enables such dynamic studies by saving and reloading simulations with different parameters. This

allows users to define any starting point that is the outcome of some prior evolutionary process. For example,

it is possible to simulate a population of 100 settlers that recently migrated from a larger population of size

200. One way to do this would be to simulate a population (n = 200) until it reaches equilibrium (i.e., a long

time), save the simulated populations, and then reload them but this time sampling only 100 individuals. The

following command lines show this example:

./smartpop -p 200 -t 20 -nstep 50 -sample 50 -sizeMt 3200 -save file1

./smartpop -load file1 -p 100 -t 20 -nstep 50 -sample 50 -o fileresult -mtdiv

However, this process is time consuming, especially if it requires a large population to reach equilibrium.

Buffering provides an alternative approach. Accelerated evolution can be used to reach a much higher diversity

than the equilibrium state, thus mimicking a small population that recently separated from a large one (such as

might occur during a settlement event). Figure 5 shows three sets of simulations for a monogamous population

of size 100 with the same parameters as the example above, but with different starting points: the null ‘all

individuals identical’ set (black), buffering with θ = 75 (red) and down-sampling as described above (blue).

The null ‘all individuals identical’ method cannot be used to model a settlement event, and is shown here solely

to emphasize that all simulations eventually reach the same equilibrium point. Note, however, that buffering

creates a diversity dynamic that is concordant with the sampling method, but buffering is much faster (1.03 vs

2.36 s).

These simple examples illustrate the speed gain that buffering can provide for different scenarios. As the sim-

ulated population size increases, this gain becomes even more pronounced and buffering may become necessary

to keep runtimes to an acceptable level.

3. SMARTPOP
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Figure 5 Simulation of the genetic dynamics of 100 individuals who split from a population of 200 individuals with buffering (red)
and sampling (blue) methods.
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Chapter 4

Modeling Asymmetric
Prescriptive Alliance

4.1 Preamble

The paper Relaxed observance of traditional marriage rules allows social con-
nectivity without loss of genetic diversity has been accepted for publication by
Molecular Biology and Evolution (May 2015).

Social practices, such as marriage rules, have long been known to impact pat-
terns of genetic diversity in the communities that practice them. However, due
to a lack of appropriate tools, no previous study has been able to quantify the
effect of realistic marriage rules on population genetics.

This paper presents a model of Asymmetric Prescriptive Alliance, a traditional
set of marriage rules found worldwide (see Figure 4.1), which combines migration
and cousin alliance. Using SMARTPOP, this study shows a decrease of genetic
diversity on the autosomes, X chromosome and mtDNA, as a function of rule
compliance.

The second part of this work is based on empirical genetic data from Rindi, a
population in eastern Indonesia, which is the archetype of Asymmetric Prescrip-
tive Alliance. Using Approximate Bayesian Computation (ABC), a statistical
framework for parameter inference, empirical and simulated data are combined
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Figure 4.1: Map of population practising Asymmetric Prescriptive Alliance, ex-
tracted from the standard cross-cultural sample database [Murdock and White,
1969]. Full red dots represent communities where alliance with the Mother’s
Brother’s Daughter is prescribed, whereas red and black dots represent commu-
nities where the alliance is only preferred. Black dots represent other systems of
alliance.

to reconstruct the social structure of Rindi. The study shows a moderate com-
pliance with the rules, which has low impact on genetic diversity. However, the
analysis has limited power of inference, partially attributed to the ascertainment
bias of SNP chip data.

Reconciling population genetics with socio-anthropological survey, this study
casts some light on a long disputed debate on the role of biology in the emergence
of human mating systems. To date, most studies that have explored interactions
between social behavior and genetic patterns are qualitative. This quantitative
analysis of complex social and genetic systems lays the groundwork for more
statistical studies linking genetic and social structures.
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Abstract

Marriage rules, the community prescriptions that dictate who an individual can or cannot marry, are

extremely diverse and universally present in traditional societies. A major focus of research in the early

decades of modern anthropology, marriage rules impose social and economic forces that help structure

societies and forge connections between them. However, in those early anthropological studies, the

biological benefits or disadvantages of marriage rules could not be determined. We revisit this question

by applying a novel simulation framework and genome-wide data to explore the effects of Asymmetric

Prescriptive Alliance, an elaborate set of marriage rules that has been a focus of research for many

anthropologists. Simulations show that strict adherence to these marriage rules reduces genetic diversity

on the autosomes, X chromosome and mtDNA, but relaxed compliance produces genetic diversity similar

to random mating. Genome-wide data from the Indonesian community of Rindi, one of the early study

populations for Asymmetric Prescriptive Alliance, is more consistent with relaxed compliance than strict

adherence. We therefore suggest that, in practice, marriage rules are treated with sufficient flexibility to

allow social connectivity without significant degradation of biological diversity.

Key words: Mating systems; Asymmetric Prescriptive Alliance; genetic diversity; Indonesia; Approximate
Bayesian Computation

Introduction

Human societies are characterized by a myriad

of often elaborate marriage rules. Describing the

diversity of these rules and their central role in

the organization of human communities was once

a major focus of anthropological research (Mascie-

Taylor and Boyce, 1988). Following the seminal

works of Van Wouden (1935) and Lévi-Strauss

(1949) in the 1930s and 1940s, studies of marriage

systems proliferated during the 1950s and 1960s

(Gilbert and Hammel, 1966; Jacquard, 1967, 1970;

Lévi-Strauss, 1965; MacCluer et al., 1971), but
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interest declined as anthropologists recognized

that they lacked the necessary tools to formally

test the hypotheses they had developed. Today,

access to large genetic datasets and fast computer

simulation provides a springboard to revisit many

of these historically unanswered questions.

Marriage rules are universal, yet extraordinarily

diverse (Lévi-Strauss, 1949). Although

enforcement varies, all communities, both

traditional and Westernized, impose at least

some constraints on who individuals can or

cannot marry. Many marriage rules are famously

intricate, such as Asymmetric Prescriptive

Alliance (APA), which is characterized by a

complex, but clearly defined, inter-generational

framework (Figure 1) (Beatty, 1990; Forth,

2009; Needham, 1964). Men are required

to marry their mother’s brother’s daughter

(MBD), and women move from ‘wife-giver’ to

‘wife-taker’ communities in what Van Wouden

(1935) describes as a “circulating connubium”.

Consequently, while women move in one direction

around the network of communities, bride wealth

flows in the opposite direction. Hence marriage

to the mother’s brother’s daughter’s clan creates

asymmetric alliance ties between patrilines. APA

is particularly common in the small islands

of eastern Indonesia (Forth, 1990), but found

globally, it is unclear why such intricate marriage

rules emerged, almost certainly independently, in

multiple places at multiple times.

Marriage rules appear to be important for both

social and biological reasons. The connections

they create often underpin stable long-term trade

and support networks (Henrich et al., 2012;

Huber et al., 2011; Marlowe, 2003; Winterhalder

and Smith, 2000), but because marriage is also

the primary institution leading to offspring,

marriage rules should strongly affect patterns of

genetic diversity, particularly in small traditional

communities. Research on this question has been

surprisingly limited. Departures from expected

genetic patterns have sometimes been attributed

to social factors (Chaix et al., 2007; Heyer et al.,

2012; Moorad et al., 2011; Watkins, 2004), such as

reduced Y chromosome diversity under polygyny

(Lansing et al., 2008), where few men are

permitted to marry and reproduce, or excessive

mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) diversity under

patrilocality (Tumonggor et al., 2013), where

women preferentially move between villages.

Comparison of X chromosome and autosomal

diversity has also revealed other social constructs,

such as sex-specific patterns of post-marital

dispersal (Ségurel et al., 2008; Verdu et al., 2013)

and sex-biased admixture (Cox et al., 2010).

Theoretical studies are even rarer. The effects of

polygyny (Guillot and Cox, 2014) and marriage

alliances around ring communities (Billari et al.,

2007) have been modeled. Both studies required

special methods, as most marriage rules cannot

be studied using standard population genetic

theory, such as the coalescent, which assumes

2
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random mating, asexual populations and the

crucial trait of exchangeability (Kingman, 1982).

In consequence, the biological effects of marriage

rules remain largely unexplored.

Here we ask whether marriage rules affect

patterns of genetic diversity. We determine

whether marriage systems, like Asymmetric

Prescriptive Alliance, produce biological benefits

or disadvantages; whether asymmetry is an

important biological feature of such marriage

systems; and whether the effects of marriage rules

can be meaningfully detected in real-world genetic

data. To address these questions, we employ

new modeling software, SMARTPOP, which we

designed specifically to simulate the intricate

marriage rules observed in human communities

(Guillot and Cox, 2014). Finally, we also use

genome-wide SNP data from Rindi, a community

in eastern Indonesia that practices Asymmetric

Prescriptive Alliance (Forth, 1981), to estimate

the historic degree of compliance with this mating

system.

Results

The first major question is whether and how

marriage rules affect patterns of genetic diversity.

We explored this for Asymmetric Prescriptive

Alliance by simulating data across a grid of

values for πMBD, the probability that the

mother’s brother’s daughter rule is followed, and

πmig, the probability that a woman migrates

according to the wife-giver/wife-taker scheme.

In the anthropological literature, APA typically

follows a classificatory rule that defines all female

siblings of the same generation within a clan as

equal (Maybury-Lewis, 1965), thus obliging men

to marry a woman from the wife-giving group, but

not specifically their cousin (πMBD=0, πmig=1).

However, unlike this more general case, in Rindi

the genealogical cousin is explicitly preferred

(Forth, 1981). Our framework, which separates

the migration and cousin marriage aspects of the

APA rule system, allows us to represent the entire

gamut of APA-type systems.

Under a strict interpretation of Asymmetric

Prescriptive Alliance (πMBD=1, πmig=1), genetic

diversity shows reproducible reductions in genetic

diversity compared to random mating (πMBD=0,

πmig=0) (Figure 2). Nonlinear regressions show

that Asymmetric Prescriptive Alliance influences

genetic diversity on the autosomes, X chromosome

and mtDNA, but not the paternally inherited Y

chromosome (Table 1). This is expected because

the system modeled here is patrilocal – women

move between communities to marry, while men

remain in their natal clan (Figure 1). This holds

true whether women follow the APA rules or

not. However, following the mother’s brother’s

daughter rule negatively affects genetic diversity

on the autosomes and X chromosome, while

following the wife-giver/wife-taker migration rule

negatively affects diversity on the autosomes,

X chromosome and mtDNA. As shown by the

regression coefficients, this loss of genetic diversity

is driven more by constraints on migration than
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cousin mating. We therefore conclude that strong

adherence to Asymmetric Prescriptive Alliance

is detrimental to the maintenance of genetic

diversity.

The equivalent symmetric migration scheme

(Symmetric Prescriptive Alliance) decreases

genetic diversity in a similar manner to APA

across the parameter space. We therefore

suggest that symmetry versus asymmetry in the

movements of women has little biological effect.

The second question is the extent to which

marriage rules can be followed stringently. Within

a strict Asymmetric Prescriptive Alliance system,

not all men can follow the rule to marry their

mother’s brother’s daughter, as an appropriate

individual of the right sex is not always available.

The effects of deviating from the MBD rule

have been discussed previously (Ackerman, 1964;

Fredlund, 1976; Kunstadter et al., 1963; MacCluer

et al., 1971; Mascie-Taylor and Boyce, 1988;

McFarland, 1970), but not determined objectively

due to the unavailability of computer simulation

as a readily accessible tool in the 1950s-1970s. In

our simulations, we can measure the rate at which

MBD marriage actually occurs, as a function of

πMBD and πmig (Figure 3). In the extreme case

where rules are followed strictly, on average only

30% of marriages can be made to a mother’s

brother’s daughter due to the unavailability of

an appropriate partner. As πMBD decreases (x

axis), more individuals marry a random partner

rather than following the rule, leading to lower

rates of mother’s brother’s daughter marriages.

When there is compliance with the migration rule,

but not the cousin alliance rule, MBD marriages

still occur at moderate frequency (∼12%) due to

the random chance of marrying the right cousin.

However, when the migration rule is not followed,

women move to a non-prescribed clan, where no

appropriate cousin is present for them to marry.

Therefore, as πmig decreases (colored lines), the

actual rate of MBD marriage decreases rapidly as

well.

The third question is whether the effects

of marriage rules can be inferred in practice.

We applied Approximate Bayesian Computation

(ABC) to genome-wide data from Rindi, a

population on the eastern Indonesian island

of Sumba in which Asymmetric Prescriptive

Alliance has been well studied. Figure 4 shows

posterior distributions for N , πMBD and πmig.

The population size is estimated at nearly 7,000

individuals (mode=6,608, 95% credible region

5,086−10,630). We estimate that the migration

rule is followed in just over half of cases

(mode=0.59, 95% credible region 0.02−0.93).

The mating parameter also shows moderate

compliance with the rule (mode=0.56), but again

has a wide 95% credible region (0.03−0.98).

Despite considerable uncertainty in these values,

the modes of the posterior densities suggest that

the Rindi community has not followed either of the

extreme cases – strict APA or random mating. In

practice, therefore, this community would fall near
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·

the center of the graphs in Figure 2, where genetic

diversity does not differ markedly from random

mating.

Cross-validation reveals the accuracy of

parameter inference by testing simulated cases

with known values (see Supplementary Materials

for details). Population size (Epred=0.94) and

the migration parameter (Epred=1.24) show

moderate linear relationships between estimated

and real values, indicating that the inference

procedure has reasonable statistical power to

infer these parameters. Less power is available to

infer the mating parameter (Epred=1.53).

Finally, using simulated datasets, we asked how

genomic sequence data, without the ascertainment

bias of SNP genotyping chips, would improve

statistical inference. Although predictions for

population size (Epred=0.54) are improved, values

for the migration (Epred=0.94) and mating

parameters (Epred=1.51) suggest that it will

always prove challenging to infer mating systems

from genomic data, even when they are unbiased.

Larger sample sizes and targeted clan sampling

designs may help ameliorate these issues.

Discussion

Marriage rules are a ubiquitous feature of all

traditional societies. From early in the twentieth

century, an extensive body of anthropological

literature has attempted to determine their

purpose. Although little consensus was reached on

the details, anthropologists developed a broadly

held view that marriage rules help structure

connections within and between communities, and

that they therefore play a fundamental role in

social cohesion. However, any social rules that

affect marriage also have a direct impact on

offspring, and hence, the genetics of communities.

In small communities, which were the only type

that existed throughout most of human history,

genetic diversity is easily lost via genetic drift,

which in turn can lead to reduced individual

fitness, lower reproductive success, increased levels

of genetic disorders, and ultimately, community

extinction (Ober et al., 1999; Winata et al., 1995).

Before the current study, it was not known

whether marriage rules help or hinder the

maintenance of genetic diversity. We are able

to address this question through two recent

advances. First, the availability of new simulation

tools that can simultaneously model marriage

rules and population genetics. Most population

genetic methods do not explicitly model two

sexes (men and women), let alone specific

marriage rules. New computer programs, such as

SMARTPOP (Guillot and Cox, 2014), now make

extensive modeling of social rules and population

genetics possible. Second, marriage rules act

at very small scales: either within communities

or across a small cluster of communities.

Community-level sampling (as opposed to regional

collections from schools or medical clinics) are now

starting to become more common.

We apply these advances to address the role

of Asymmetric Prescriptive Alliance in mediating
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patterns of genetic variation in Rindi, the well-

studied APA community on Sumba, a small island

in eastern Indonesia. Asymmetric Prescriptive

Alliance describes a specific form of cousin

marriage, which also implies a regular inter-

generational movement of women between clans.

Our theoretical simulations show that APA

reduces genetic diversity, but only when it is

followed strictly. In particular, the migration

component of the APA rules elicits a dramatic

decline in diversity if followed by more than 80%

of women. More variable compliance with the

marriage rules leads to genetic diversity that does

not differ markedly from random mating.

Here, we make the necessary simplification that

the alliance model has been relatively stable

through time. Although these simulations assume

adherence to APA during the recent past, other

scenarios are of course possible. For instance, a

recent shift to Asymmetric Prescriptive Alliance

would weaken the effect of the rules on genetic

diversity. Occasional re-assortment of clans, a

process known as fusion-fission (Chaix et al., 2007;

Smouse et al., 1981), could also variously increase

or decrease genetic diversity among the groups.

As genomic datasets improve, it should become

feasible to model such complex social dynamics.

The simpler scenario modeled here provides an

obligatory first step.

The two parameters that underpin APA,

the mother’s brother’s daughter rule and wife-

giver/wife-taker migration, together with the

population size, were inferred for Rindi from

genome-wide SNP chip data. The results show

that the size of the Rindi population is large,

which is consistent with female immigration due

to patrilocal post-marriage residence patterns

(Guillot et al., 2013). Patterns of genetic diversity

in Rindi seem most consistent with intermediate

values of πMBD and πmig, thus arguing against

random mating or a strict adoption of the APA

rules.

Forth (1981) undertook a detailed ethnographic

study of Rindi in the 1970s. He observed the

actual proportion of mother’s brother’s daughter

marriages (10%), as well as the proportion of

marriages to the prescribed clan (26%). There

is no simple relationship between the modeled

parameters and the observed rate of cousin

marriage, as an appropriate spouse may not be

available even if the rules are followed strictly by

the community. Using the simulated relationships

in Figure 3, we deduce that Forth’s observed rates

imply a theoretical compliance with the mother’s

brother’s daughter rule of ∼90% for those

individuals who do marry into the prescribed

clan. Our overall estimates of πMBD and πmig

from the genomic data, 56% and 59% respectively,

differ from those Forth observed. However, we

note that our values represent long-term averages,

perhaps suggesting that adherence to the APA

rules once varied from Forth’s observations in

the late twentieth century. Our estimates are

most consistent with only moderate long-term
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compliance with the migration and marriage rules,

which in turn would help the community to

maintain genetic diversity.

Marriage rules are therefore perhaps best

viewed as convenient ideologies: revered more

in theory than in practice. Nevertheless,

these results show that marriage rules have

important biological outcomes for communities,

and that strict adherence can be biologically

disadvantageous. We argue that the flexibility

with which marriage rules are implemented in

practice is therefore not so much a problem as the

key point. Although small human communities

almost certainly do not think in genetic terms,

there are both social and biological reasons

to overlook violations of marriage rules. The

moderate observance rate in Rindi suggests

relatively weak enforcement of marriage rules

in this community. Elsewhere, strict compliance

can be driven by strong sanctions against

transgressors, often mediated through belief

systems, and not uncommonly leading to the

ultimate sanction, death (Lansing, 2006).

This study shows how modern computer

simulations can provide new insight into

old anthropological questions. The stochastic

behavior of individuals, such as instances where

the required spouse is unavailable or a different

spouse is chosen for an alternative social reason,

appears to be a dominant feature of traditional

marriage systems. The effects of deviating from

a strict interpretation of marriage rules can now

be modeled, as can other community choices,

such as symmetric versus asymmetric migration.

The addition of a genetic element to these

models further allows exploration of the effects

of marriage systems on biological diversity.

Symmetric migration between communities in an

Symmetric Prescriptive Alliance (SPA) setting

produces much the same biological outcome as

APA. Hence, the preference for APA over SPA

in eastern Indonesia (Forth, 1990) may be better

explained by socio-economic factors, such as the

long-term stability of asymmetric wife-giver/wife-

taker exchange, which creates enduring networks

of relationships between patrilocal kin groups

(Lévi-Strauss, 1965; Van Wouden, 1935).

The addition of a statistical inference framework

to our theoretical work allows us to estimate the

long-term biological effects of marriage rules on

specific communities such as Rindi. Although the

statistical power of the analyses presented here

is relatively low, this partly reflects the need for

summary statistics that are able to circumvent

a small sample size and the ascertainment bias

found in current genotyping chips. Unbiased

data from whole genome sequencing will become

increasingly common in coming years and the

approach presented here is ready to take full

advantage of these new data. However, power

analyses show that reconstructing mating systems

from any sort of genetic data will always be a

challenging undertaking.
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We do, however, show that genetic evidence

has the potential to reconstruct aspects of the

social systems by which communities historically

lived. Marriage rules are ubiquitous, but we

suggest that it is unlikely they were followed

strictly. The majority of these violations probably

had prosaic local causes. In many cases, the

individual required by the marriage rule may

not have been available to marry. Alternately,

reduced genetic diversity in small communities

quickly leads to the accumulation of genetic

disorders. Although communities presumably

had little understanding of genetic inheritance,

they may have linked social behaviors, such

as adherence to marriage rules, to unfavorable

biological outcomes. Certainly, reduced genetic

diversity under a strict interpretation of the

APA marriage rules suggests that there was little

biological incentive for communities to enforce

marriage rules strongly, at least for long periods

of time. Whether this holds true across the wide

gamut of marriage rules recorded globally by

anthropologists is now a question that can feasibly

be revisited.

Materials and Methods

Ethics

Biological samples were collected by J.S.L.,

H.S. and a team from the Eijkman Institute

for Molecular Biology, with the assistance of

Indonesian Public Health clinic staff, following

protocols for the protection of human subjects

established by both the Eijkman Institute and the

University of Arizona institutional review boards.

Permission to conduct research in Indonesia was

granted by the State Ministry of Research and

Technology.

Sampling and Genetic Screening

Genetic markers were screened in 28 consenting,

closely unrelated and apparently healthy

individuals from Rindi, a community on

the eastern Indonesian island of Sumba.

Apart from excluding immediate relatives,

individuals were approached randomly during

the course of a medical visit. Participant

interviews confirmed ethnic, linguistic and

geographic affiliations with Rindi for at least

two generations into the past. MtDNA markers

are as described elsewhere (Tumonggor et al.,

2013). Autosomal (n = 664,475), X chromosome

(n = 16,034) and Y chromosome (n = 266)

single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) were

screened in 24 individuals using the Illumina

HumanOmniExpress-24 BeadChip (GeneByGene,

Houston, Texas, USA). SNP chip genotype data

for Rindi are available from the authors on

request.

Computer Simulations

Simulations were run with SMARTPOP v.2.0

(Guillot and Cox, 2014), a free open-source C++

forward-in-time simulator, which was purpose-

built to model the effects of marriage rules

on human communities. Twenty demes of equal

size (150 individuals in the regression, varying

population sizes in the ABC study) were modeled,
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thus approximating the number of clans in

the Asymmetric Prescriptive Alliance system

recorded for Rindi (Forth, 1981). Genetic data

was simulated across four genomic regions: 200

unlinked loci on the autosomes (n = 200; 32

bp), 10 unlinked loci on the X chromosome (n

= 10; 1,000 bp), a fully linked locus on the

Y chromosome (n = 1; 10,000 bp) and a fully

linked mtDNA locus (n = 1; 544 bp). This data

structure was selected to mimic key features of

the real dataset as closely as possible, while

still meeting non-trivial constraints imposed by

runtime speed in the obligatory forward-in-time

simulation setting. Slightly more individuals were

sampled for mtDNA (n = 28) than nuclear loci (n

= 24) to match the observed data.

Demes evolved through phases of migration,

mating and mutation at each generation. Due

to considerable uncertainty surrounding human

mutation rates (Scally and Durbin, 2012) and

relative insensitivity to exact values in this

component of the analysis, average mutation

rates were employed for the autosomes (2.5×10−7

mutations/site/generation), X chromosome (2.5×
10−7 mutations/site/generation), Y chromosome

(2.5×10−7 mutations/site/generation) and

mtDNA (4.0×10−6 mutations/site/generation)

(Lynch, 2010; Soares et al., 2009) using a

generation interval of 25 years (Fenner, 2005).

To simplify the computation, generations did

not overlap, thus not allowing us to model

intergenerational marriages. Migration and

mating were implemented according to the

marriage rules of the given model (see details

below). For each simulation, the system was

allowed to reach equilibrium within a single large

randomly-mating population, before dispersal of

structured demes that followed a particular set of

marriage rules for 1,000 generations. Simulated

data were strongly robust to these initialization

parameters (see also Guillot and Cox 2014).

Model System

Although Asymmetric Prescriptive Alliance has

been described by anthropologists in different

ways (Needham and Elkin, 1973), two integral

components are i) cousin mate prescription and ii)

structured migration. Migration was implemented

as a wife-giver/wife-taker system, in which a deme

always takes wives from the same set of source

populations and gives wives to a different set

of sink populations (Figure 1). Each deme was

permitted up to three wife-giver and three wife-

taker clans, although for any given family, the

mother’s brother’s deme is always the wife-giver

clan. Mate choice is the prescription for a male to

marry his mother’s brother’s daughter.

Asymmetric Prescriptive Alliance can be

envisaged as a two-parameter system: πMBD, the

probability that the mother’s brother’s daughter

(MBD) rule is followed, and πmig, the probability

that a women migrates according to the wife-

giver/wife-taker scheme. In its most stringent

form (πMBD=1, πmig=1), women always move

to their prescribed partner clan and marry their
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paternal cousin (if one exists). The opposite

situation (πMBD=0, πmig=0) represents random

patrilocal migration and random mating. Because

a suitable cousin may not always be available to

marry (for instance, in a family with no children

of the required sex), we track the effective (i.e.,

actual) rate of MBD marriage in addition to

πMBD. Since Rindi practices polygyny (Lansing

et al., 2011), as do most other APA communities,

simulations allow up to three wives per male.

For comparison, we also simulate Symmetric

Prescriptive Alliance (SPA), where any two demes

exchange wives at each generation (i.e., each clan

acts simultaneously as wife-giver and wife-taker).

This model is simulated as for APA, with changes

only to the migration scheme.

Summary Statistics

As almost all traditional summary statistics

ultimately reflect aspects of the folded site

frequency spectrum (Achaz, 2009), we use the

site frequency spectrum itself as a summary

statistic. For historical reasons, we also report

several commonly used summaries, such as the

site homozygosity H (Nei, 1978), Watterson’s

nucleotide diversity θW , Tajima’s mean pairwise

diversity θπ and the observed number of singleton

polymorphisms η1. Summaries were calculated

separately for the autosomes, X chromosome, Y

chromosome and mtDNA, as mating systems are

expected to affect each of these genetic regions

in different ways. The known ascertainment bias

of existing SNP chips (an inherent feature of

their design; Clark et al. 2005) over-represents

polymorphic sites and under-represents invariant

sites. This bias was addressed by developing

unbiased summaries that capture the relative

frequencies of polymorphic sites on the autosomes

and X chromosome (see Supplementary Materials

for details).

Summary statistics from the simulated data

were compared with published observations of

unbiased autosomal and X chromosome sequence

data to confirm comparability in summary values

(Hammer et al., 2008). Length normalized values

of the mean pairwise divergence θ̂π for southern

Han Chinese (θ̂Aπ =8.0×10−4, θ̂Xπ =5.8×10−4) and

Melanesian populations (θ̂Aπ =7.8×10−4, θ̂Xπ =

6.6×10−4) are broadly consistent with simulated

values (θ̂Aπ =1.8×10−4, θ̂Xπ =1.0×10−4). We note

that the effective population sizes of southern Han

Chinese and Melanesians (the geographically and

historically closest populations to Rindi for which

unbiased autosomal and X chromosome sequence

data are available) are likely to be considerably

greater than for the small communities that our

simulations are intended to mimic. We suggest

that the reduced levels of genetic diversity seen

in the simulations can be attributed to this lower

population size.

General Additive Model Regression

The effects of πMBD and πmig on θπ and H were

modeled for the autosomes, X chromosome, Y

chromosome and mtDNA using a general additive

model (GAM), which accommodates local and
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global nonlinear effects (Hastie and Tibshirani,

1990). Regressions were fitted to simulated values

using the formula θπ∼πMBD+s(πmig), where

s(πmig) is a smoothing spline function for the

migration parameter. GAM regressions were

calculated using the R package MGCV (Wood,

2011).

Approximate Bayesian Computation

The fit between genomic data from Rindi and

simulations was determined using Approximate

Bayesian Computation (ABC) (Beaumont et al.,

2010; Sunn̊aker et al., 2013). This likelihood-

free statistical inference method estimates

model parameters by comparing outcomes from

simulations with real data. Three parameters were

inferred: the population size N , πMBD and πmig.

All priors were drawn from continuous uniform

distributions with πMBD∈ [0,1], πmig∈ [0,1] and

N ∈ [5,000,12,000]. From 1×105 simulations,

0.1% were accepted using a rejection algorithm

(Beaumont et al., 2002). ABC was performed

using the R packages abc and abctools (Csillery

et al., 2012; Nunes and Prangle, 2015).

Different sets of summary statistics were

explored and the optimal set selected that

returned the lowest prediction error (a measure

of distance between estimated and true values

for each parameter) (Csillery et al., 2012).

The Y chromosome data was discarded due

to the limited number of SNPs screened by

the HumanOmniExpress chip (n = 266) and

insensitivity of the Y chromosome to πMBD

and πmig observed in initial simulations. Cross-

validation was used to confirm the accuracy of the

inference method.

Finally, to determine the potential role of larger

datasets available in the future, the power of the

ABC framework was determined for simulated

full sequence data without the ascertainment bias

inherent with SNP chips. ABC was performed

using the same parameters as described above and

cross-validated over 1,000 simulations to generate

prediction errors for N , πMBD and πmig.
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TABLE

Table 1. Local generalized additive model (GAM)

to fit mean pairwise diversity θπ as a function

of πMBD and πmig. Significant values for the

correlation with πMBD and πmig are shown in bold

(50,000 simulations).

Table 1.

Genomic Region R2 P(πMBD) P(πmig)

Autosomes 0.43 0 0

X chromosome 0.35 0 0

Y chromosome 7.0×10−5 0.10 0.24

mtDNA 0.091 0.35 0
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure 1. Kinship under Asymmetric Prescriptive

Alliance. Each box represents a clan; each row

represents a generation. The red clan acts as

wife-giver to the black clan, which in turn acts

as wife-giver to the blue clan. Dashed arrows

represent marriage alliances with women moving

from their natal clan to the community of their

husband.

Figure 2. Genetic diversity (θπ) across a grid

of random values for πMBD and πmig under

Asymmetric Prescriptive Alliance for (A,E)

autosomes, (B,F) X chromosome, (C,G) Y

chromosome and (D,H) mtDNA over 50,000

simulations (3,000 individuals, 20 demes). A, B

C and D present fitted values (sheet with black

to red color range for better visualization in 3D)

from the generalized additive models, together

with simulated values (dots). E, F, G and H

are projections of simulated mean diversity values

across the grid of parameters.

Figure 3. Rate of actual MBD marriage observed

in simulations as a function of πMBD (x axis) and

πmig (color scale) (25,000 observations during 50

simulations for each data point). The dashed line

represents the rate of MBD marriage observed

by Forth (1981) in Rindi (10%); the observed

migration rate to the prescribed clan is 26%.

Figure 4. Approximate Bayesian Computation

for Rindi, a population practicing Asymmetric

Prescriptive Alliance on Sumba in eastern

Indonesia. Posterior distributions are shown for

N , πMBD and πmig.
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FIG. 2.
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FIG. 3.
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Supplementary Materials
Guillot et al.

The following sections provide additional information about aspects of the statistical analyses presented

in the main text.

SUMMARY STATISTICS

The folded site frequency spectrum η is an array of frequencies showing the proportion ηi= i/n of

derived alleles at n sites relative to the sample size N . Many other summaries can be derived from

the site frequency spectrum. Nei’s homozygosity (Nei, 1978) is traditionally defined, with fi being the

frequency of each allele at the given site i, as

H=1−
N

(
1−

n−1∑
i=1

(1−fi)
2+f2

i

)
N−1

(1)

but can also be computed directly from the folded site frequency spectrum (Achaz, 2009) as

H=1−
N

(
1−

N−1∑
i=1

ηi((1−f2
i )+f2

i )

)
N−1

(2)

The mean pairwise diversity θπ can be computed from the folded site frequency spectrum (Achaz, 2009)

as

θπ=
N−1∑
i=1

ηii(N−i) (3)

The summary statistics above were used to describe changes in genetic patterns due to marriage rules,

but additional summary statistics (below) were used in the Approximate Bayesian Computation (ABC)

analysis. Two of these summary statistics simply reflect the diversity of mtDNA, exactly as defined above

HM ,θMπ

Mol. Biol. Evol. (2015) 1
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However, a series of new ζ summary statistics were developed as unbiased estimators of the relative

genetic diversity on the autosomes and X chromosome. Due to the ascertainment bias of SNP chip data,

the folded site frequency spectrum of biased observed data differs markedly from unbiased simulated data

(Figure S1), so these spectra cannot be compared directly. We correct for this effect by instead comparing

the difference between the site frequency spectra of autosomes and the X chromosome because this ratio

carries information about population structure (Hedrick, 2007), as for instance, imposed by marriage

rules. The ζ summary statistics have the generic form

ζXi =
ηX
i −ηA

i

N∑
j=1

|ηX
j −ηA

j |
(4)

where ηi and ηj are the frequencies of sites with i and j minor alleles on the autosomes or X chromosome

for either the observed or simulated data. To chose summary statistics for ABC analysis, we used cross-

validation to identify the set of summary statistics that yields the lowest prediction error. The set of

summary statistics used in the ABC analysis for Rindi was

HM ,θMπ ,ζX1 ,...,ζX6

The set of summary statistics used for testing Approximate Bayesian Computation on future unbiased

genomic data was

θMπ ,θAπ ,θ
X
π ,θYπ ,ζ

X
1 =

ηX
1 −ηA

1

N∑
j=1

|ηX
j −ηA

j |
,ζX2 =

ηX
2 −ηA

2

N∑
j=1

|ηX
j −ηA

j |
,ζY1 =

ηY
1 −ηA

1

N∑
j=1

|ηY
j −ηA

j |
,ζY2 =

ηY
2 −ηA

2

N∑
j=1

|ηY
j −ηA

j |

PARAMETERS

Table 1 summarizes the model parameters and values used in the simulation study (GAM regression)

and empirical study of Rindi (ABC).
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FIG. S1. The folded site frequency spectrum η for observed (red) and simulated (black) data on the autosomes (solid line)
and X chromosome (dashed lines).

Parameter Regression analysis ABC analysis

Population size (N) 3,000 [5,000; 12,000]

Number of demes 20 20

Size of demes 150 [250; 600]

πmig [0; 1] [0; 1]

πMBD [0; 1] [0; 1]

μA 2.5×10−7 mut/site/gen 2.5×10−7 mut/site/gen

μX 2.5×10−7 mut/site/gen 2.5×10−7 mut/site/gen

μY 2.5×10−7 mut/site/gen 2.5×10−7 mut/site/gen

μmtDNA 4.0×10−6 mut/site/gen 4.0×10−6 mut/site/gen

Generation time 25 years 25 years

Autosomal loci 32 bp; 200 loci 32 bp; 200 loci

X Chromosome loci 1,000 bp; 10 loci 1,000 bp; 10 loci

Y Chromosome locus 10,000 bp; 1 loci 10,000 bp; 1 loci

mtDNA locus 544 bp; 1 loci 544 bp; 1 loci

Sample size (mtDNA) 28 28

Sample size (nuclear loci) 24 24

Table S1. Model parameters and values used in the simulations for the regression and ABC studies.
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LOCAL REGRESSION

Relationships between aspects of genetic diversity and marriage rule parameters were modeled using

generalized additive models (GAM). Results for θπ are shown in the main text. Results for homozygosity

are shown below (Figure S2), where H → 1 indicates low genetic diversity. Low mutation rates for nuclear

DNA lead to a high frequency of non-segregating sites. Hence, H values are close to 1 for most nuclear

regions (both observed and simulated data) (Hammer et al., 2008), in contrast to the values that are

more familiar from mtDNA studies.

APPROXIMATE BAYESIAN COMPUTATION

The accuracy of Approximate Bayesian Computation (ABC) was estimated using cross-validation tools

(Beaumont et al., 2010; Csillery et al., 2012; Sunn̊aker et al., 2013). ABC was used to estimate the value

of the three (known) parameters N , πMBD and πmig for a randomly selected set of 1,000 simulations

(Figure S3). These inferred values were then compared to the known values, measuring how far the

‘predicted’ (i.e., estimated) value is from the true value. This average distance prediction error over some

parameter γ is computed over n simulations by:

Epred=

n∑
i=1

((γ∗−γ)2)

n ·V ar(γ)
(5)

In an ideal inference setting, γ is expected to approach 0. ABC applied on the Rindi dataset has relatively

high error, in part due to a loss of information from the ascertainment bias correction and the exclusion of

Y chromosome data. ABC was used to test the potential power of this framework on an unbiased genomic

dataset (i.e., full sequence data instead of SNPs) including the Y chromosome (Figure S4). These results

are presented in the main text.

Computer Model

SMARTPOP simulates population genetic diversity forward-in-time under complex social constraints

and structures. The code is freely available at:

http://smartpop.sourceforge.net

Figure S5 presents a flowchart showing the main elements of the Asymmetric Prescriptive Alliance

model from the perspective of an individual. Note that a man’s prescribed marriage partner is the

Mother’s Brother’s Daughter (MBD). From the woman’s perspective, the marriage partner is the Father’s

Sister’s Son (FZS).
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FIG. S2. Homozygosity (H) under Asymmetric Prescriptive Alliance across a grid of random values for πMBD and πmig

for (A, E) the autosomes, (B, F) X chromosome, (C, G) Y chromosome and (D, H) mtDNA from 50,000 simulations (3,000
individuals, 20 demes). A-D show simulated values (black points) and fitted surfaces from the generalized additive models.
E-H show average simulated homozygosity across the grid of parameters.
6
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FIG. S3. Approximate Bayesian Computation cross-validation applied to the Rindi analysis. A, B and C represent estimated
values of N , πmig and πMBD, respectively, against the true values of these parameters for a random set of 1,000 simulations.

FIG. S4. Approximate Bayesian Computation cross-validation applied to simulated data without the SNP chip ascertainment
bias. A, B and C represent estimated values of N , πmig and πMBD, respectively, against the true values of these parameters

for a random set of 1,000 simulations.
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FIG. S5. Flowchart of the algorithm employed by SMARTPOP to model Asymmetric Prescriptive Alliance.
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Chapter 5

Conclusions and Perspectives

Bridging the gap between anthropology and the quantitative sciences, population
genetics emerged as a multi-disciplinary science torn between applied study and
theory. The widely used coalescent model enables the reconstruction of past
human migration, admixture and the settling of continents, revealing the untold
stories of our ancestors. It can not only detect old events, but also date and
quantify them. However, in all human studies, discrepancies appear between
the theory and the observed data. Typically, sex-linked DNA presents different
signals that cannot be explained by the coalescent [Wilkins and Marlowe, 2006].
Hence, modern challenges in population genetics consist of reaching beyond the
simplistic analytic models develop to date, to integrate human specific structures,
particularly constructs arising from social rules.

Now dominated by DNA datasets, population genetics started when Mendelian
inheritance had not yet been linked to DNA. Indeed, mathematicians created the
theory of alleles spread in isolated populations, unaware of the major impact that
molecular genetics would later have on biology. Most models still in use today,
especially the coalescent, are ultimately based on this old framework. Despite be-
ing a powerful analytic and inferential tool, many assumptions of the framework
are violated when these models are applied to human populations. Indeed, the
inherent structure of human society is not accommodated by the coalescent. Even
though this inadequacy has been widely reported, modern geneticists still have
few tools to address this problem. Even worse, it is mostly unknown how most
social structures affect genetic patterns, leaving it to guesswork and speculation
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to link observed genetic data with social theory.

The first paper (Chapter 2) reports an analysis reconstructing population sizes
through time in eastern Indonesia from a mitochondrial dataset. Using advanced
statistical and computational methods, the Bayesian skyline plots reveals that
most Indonesian populations slightly increased their effective population size from
the time of settlement (40,000 years ago) to the late Pleistocene (15,000), after
which it unexpectedly decreased. This change in demography was linked to an en-
vironmental shift, as the end of the Pleistocene marked the end of the last glacial
maximum, after which the temperature significantly increased and the sea level
rose. The eastern part of the Indonesian archipelago suffered major geographical
changes, losing land to the sea, which limited the space for humans to live. It
particularly decreased the landmass of fertile low land plains. This may explain
the decrease in population size. The rise of the sea level also made migration
between what became islands more difficult, limiting individual movement and
gene flow. This could also explain the observed decrease in effective population
size, a proxy for the real population size based on genetic diversity.

Besides the anthropological aspects, this study reveals the importance of in-
tegrating structure into population genetics. Indeed, the same analysis was per-
formed at two different scales, deme and island. In this case, both analyses
show the same pattern of globally stable population size with a shift from slow
increase to decrease 15,000 years ago. However, the study raises interesting prob-
lems about structure. The effective population size of each island is not the sum
of the effective population size of each deme within that island. This would have
been expected had each deme been isolated, which is a primary assumption for
Bayesian skyline plots. On the other hand, the effective population size of each is-
land is bigger than any individual deme’s effective population size, so that demes
carry less genetic diversity than the entire island population. Local structure
modifies the genetic patterns. This assessment is perhaps as expected: demes
exchange individuals, but movement between demes is restrained, (i.e. there is
no panmixia). However, the analysis clearly shows that human populations are
highly structured at multiple levels, affecting the outcome of studies. As a general
rule, one should be careful in applying any coalescent-based method to humans,
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depending on how robust the method is to population structure. Work published
later by Heller et al. [2013] backed up the underlying rationale of this study.

Quantitative studies on the effect of social structure on population genetics
have been strongly limited by the lack of appropriate tools. Hence, the sec-
ond paper presents SMARTPOP, a new simulation tool developed specifically to
model the evolution of genetic patterns constrained by social structure. With
the free and open source release of this new simulator software, the population
genetics community can move forward with studies looking at social structures.
The possibilities offered by simulations are wide. First, existing methods (such as
Bayesian skyline plots or admixture reconstructions) can be tested for robustness
towards specific human social structures. Indeed, when studying a population,
local systems are usually known, having been well studied by anthropologists.
Secondly, exploratory studies can quantify the theoretical effects of a wide range
of structures and mating systems on population genetics, for which there was no
tool available before SMARTPOP. Finally, using a Bayesian frameworks such as
ABC, it is possible to infer past social systems from modern observed genetic
data.

Hence, using SMARTPOP, Chapter 4.1 quantifies both the effects of a mating
system on the genetics, and tries to reconstruct levels of rule compliance in an
Indonesian population. This paper focuses on Asymmetric Prescriptive Alliance
(APA), as it is a famous marriage system in anthropology with a particularly high
occurrence in eastern Indonesia [Hicks, 2007]. The model predicts a non-linear
decrease in diversity with increasing compliance to the APA rules. This study
then infers the mating system of Rindi, a population from eastern Sumba, and
an archetype of APA. The ABC permits inference from the genetic data of the
real size of the overall population (∼ 7,000 individuals), as well as a moderate
compliance to the rules.

First of its kind, this pioneering work on APA confirms the impact of mar-
riage rules on genetics. This has broad implications for other human population
genetics studies, and will hopefully encourage further work on other mating sys-
tems. By quantifying the genetic cost of alliance rules, such analyses can shed
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new light on the evolution of mating systems. Indeed, mating systems emerged
from a combination of social, cultural and economic forces, as described by a
body of anthropological studies. However, the role of biological forces on the
evolution of marriage rules remains unclear due to a lack of quantification of the
costs associated with each social system. In the APA case, a moderate compli-
ance with the rules has no significant biological cost, whereas high compliance
is biologically harmful. Hence, one might argue that the emergence of moderate
compliance has been partially supported by a biological advantage over the strict
system. However, another Indonesian population, Bengkala in Bali, exhibits ma-
jor genetic defects, including a high incidence of deafness [Friedman et al., 1995;
Winata et al., 1995]. As the region is ruled by strong social rules of kinship
[Lansing, 2012], the more general role of mating rules on biological evolution
remains unclear. Arguably, this village could represent a case where social pres-
sure is stronger than biological stress, to the point where the society adapted to
circumvent the downside of deafness, by adopting sign language [Marsaja, 2008].

By explicitly modeling both social and genetic systems with simulations, this
work revealed the importance of stochastic processes, which are often hidden
when using existing analytic frameworks. Typically, the distribution of the num-
ber of offspring and spouses needs to be defined precisely. A blessing in disguise,
the necessity to define explicitly the machinery of the system permits the become
aware of the underlying assumptions which are often overlooked in existing mod-
els. In a similar manner, simulations allow the easy measurement of complex
stochastic processes, such as the observed number of marriages corresponding to
a rule, depending on the proportion of individuals who are forced to follow that
rule (as studied in Chapter 4.1).

While social rules have been defined as theoretical concepts, the model pre-
sented in Chapter 4.1 uses a parametrization of compliance to the rule to enforce
a realistic framework. Much as population genetics was first defined for a sim-
ple unrealistic isolated population, social theory needs to be broken down into
more sensible models. Hence, population genetics must integrate anthropological
concepts not as absolute rules, but as permissive principles of behavior.
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Overall, this study emphases the importance of quantitative models in popu-
lation genetics that incorporate the complexity of human structures. Population
genetics evolved in concert with theory and applications, progressively integrat-
ing the intricacy of real population dynamics. It is now time to bridge the gap
between human-specific systems and the more general theory. Enabled by recent
improvements in computer capacity and the development of computationally in-
tensive statistical methods, the increasing availability of large human genetic
datasets now offers extraordinary possibilities. Discarding qualitative assessment
of historical processes, models of social and genetic systems must embrace the
rise of complex system modeling techniques built on quantitative foundations.
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